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Assignment
An Expertise ﬁnder is a common term for computer applications aiming at lo-
cating, organizing and presenting an organizations’ knowledgeable employees.
Traditionally, this kind of applications have often used semi-automatic methods
often following a database approach where the the employees themselves describe
their expertise areas- and levels. This approach carries several ﬂaws. What is
needed in this ﬁeld are Expertise ﬁnders which locate, organize and present an
organizations’ expertise in an automatic and objective manner. This thesis shall
evaluate the state-of-art in expertise ﬁnding and suggest practical principles that
might overcome the limitations caused by semi-automatic Expertise ﬁnders.
1
Abstract
In an organization, both management as well as new and experienced employees
often have a need to get in touch with experts in a variety of situations. The new
staﬀ members need to learn how to perform their job, the management need -
amongst other things - to man projects and vacancies, and other employees are
often dependent on others’ expertise to accomplish their tasks.
Traditionally this problem has often been approached with computer applications
using semi-automatic methods involving self-assessments of expertise stored in
databases. These methods prove to be time-consuming, they do not consider the
dynamics of expertise and the self-assessed expertise is often diﬃcult to validate.
This report presents an overview of issues involved in expertise ﬁnding and the
development of a simple, yet eﬀective prototype which tries to overcome the
mentioned problems by using a fully automatic approach. A study of the Urban
Development area at the Municipality of Trondheim is carried out to analyze this
organizations’ possessed expertise, sought after expertise and to collect necessary
information for building the expertise ﬁnder prototype. The study found that a
lot of expertise evidence is found in the formal correspondence archived in the
case handling systems’ document repository, and that the structure and content
of these documents could ﬁt a fully-automatic Expertise ﬁnder well.
Four alternative test cases have been evaluated during the testing and evaluation
of the prototype. One of these test cases - where expert proﬁles are modelled
on-the-ﬂy based on employees’ names occurring in formal documents - is able
to compete with- and in some cases outperform evaluation scores presented in
related research.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Knowledge Management Systems (KMS) comprise various kinds of computer ap-
plications aiming to facilitate the creation, sharing and application of peoples
knowledge. A special ﬁeld within knowledge management is focused on the ﬁnd-
ing and mapping of peoples expertise. Applications within this domain use names
such as ”People Finders”, ”Corporate Yellow Pages” or ”Expertise ﬁnders”. Tradi-
tionally these applications have often often been using a database approach where
the expertise is described by the personnel themselves, and then it is stored in a
database with a searchable and/or browseable user interface.
This approach has several limitations. Firstly, expertise is highly dynamic. Most
people gain new knowledge every day and specifying new expertise areas into the
database-stored expertise proﬁle is often a time-consuming task.
Secondly, it is diﬃcult to evaluate and accurately describe ones expertise areas
and levels. How do you compare your expertise to other employees in the or-
ganization? Will diﬀerent people with similar expertise describe it with similar
terms? Is your competency about UML modelling really worth mentioning or
should someone else be rated as the uppermost expert in this area?
Thirdly, expertise is not only dynamic, it is also highly subjective in that it
really depends on who’s asking for it; if you are told to describe your expertise
to someone with little knowledge of the domain in question you may describe
it in general terms, but if you were to describe your expertise to someone with
major knowledge you would probably describe your expertise in a more detailed
manner.
Fourthly, validating other peoples expertise is diﬃcult. How do you discriminate
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the real expert from someone who merely has some mediocre knowledge of a
subject and all you base your validation upon is their self assessment of their
expertise? These are important questions related to the location of expertise,
and prove that automatic and objective methods are needed.
1.2 Problem statement
A central objective in this thesis is to investigate diﬀerent approaches to the
ﬁnding and mapping of expertise. This investigation should form a basis for an
alternative approach that will try to overcome the limitations caused by semi-
automatically driven expert ﬁnders. Problems needing answers in this context
are:
• How to deﬁne expertise?
• Which corporate sources contain expertise evidence?
• How should the experts be presented?
• How to validate the presented experts?
How to deﬁne expertise?
Before locating experts in an organization we need to know what kind of charac-
teristics deﬁne an expert. These characteristics may be domain speciﬁc or general,
depending on the domain in question. For instance, programming skills or certi-
ﬁcations may be an important criterion in one line of work, but totally irrelevant
in another. Expertise is often mentioned in the same context as knowledge and
competence. What seperates these three concepts, and how do they relate to
what expertise ﬁnders are meant to provide? An analysis of literature within this
domain and a case study in an organization will hopefully provide some answers
to this problem.
Which corporate sources contain expertise evidence?
A number of diﬀerent sources has previously been used to locate expertise auto-
matically: e-mail archives[6], intranet web pages [28], software source code [27] are
some of them. Organizations often have several diﬀerent sources where expertise
evidence might be found. For instance, an organization may have several diﬀerent
document storages housing diﬀerent kinds of document themes (e.g. project re-
ports, formal letters, rules and guidelines) with diﬀerent kinds of formats (Word,
PDF, HTML etc.). All these storages might hide important evidence of expertise
12
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and could be utilized to ﬁnd experts in an expert ﬁnder system.
How should the experts be presented?
The seeker of expertise should be presented with a proﬁle of the experts the
expertise ﬁnder system has located given a query. This proﬁle ought to be kept
updated as a person’s expertise accumulates as he performs new tasks and receive
new knowledge. What kind of information this proﬁle should contain depends on
the following conditions:
1. Sources: To successfully implement and use an expertise ﬁnder
based on an automatic approach, there has to be some way to
couple the sources’ content with a person or several persons.
2. Expertise indication: What kind of indications exists that
makes it possible to discriminate one expert from others, and
how can these indications enable the expertise seeker (the user)
to validate that the recommended experts actually possess the
demanded expertise?
3. Contact information: What kind of contact information is
available to connect the expert seekers with the experts? This
kind of information can be either impersonal information such
as the physical or logical location of the experts or the experts’
telephone number, or it can be more personal information that
makes it easier to get familiar with the expert, such as an image
or education information.
How to validate the presented experts?
To validate if a person actually is an expert you either need to know the expert
candidates well enough to be able to judge whether they possess the demanded
expertise or not, receive references from other people in the same situation as you
who have previously gotten expert advice, or receive references to the experts’
previous work to be able to choose the right expert.
1.3 Research design
The problem statements deﬁned in the previous section were suited for a com-
bination of three diﬀerent research techniques: a literature review, a case study
13
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and an experiment.
Literature review
The concept deﬁnitions requires a literature review, and especially the notion
of expertise - which is rather context dependent - needs a thorough review of
literature in the domains of psychology, sociology and technology. Besides this,
the literature review forms a basis for conducting the meetings and interviews in
the case study and also a foundation for developing the expertise ﬁnder prototype.
Case study
A case study is ideal to investigate a lot of information about an empirical re-
stricted resource - like an organization [34]. The case study is carried out to ex-
amine an organization’s personnel, potential expertise, inquired expertise, sources
where expertise evidence might be located, and other ﬁndings related to the de-
velopment of the expertise ﬁnder prototype.
Prototype experiment
A prototype expertise ﬁnder is being developed to perform testing of the underly-
ing principles in this thesis. To evaluate these principles, prototype experimenting
using evaluation measures found in the ﬁeld of information retrieval is used.
The research process is illustrated in ﬁgure 1.1.
Literature review Case study Prototype experiment
Basis for
performing a
case study
Gathered
findings as a
basis for
prototype
Conclusion
Figure 1.1: Research design
1.4 Report organization
The remaining part of the report is structured as follows:
Chapter two focuses on the concept of expertise and compares this phenomenon
with the related terms competence and knowledge.
Chapter three is dedicated to state-of-the-art in expertise ﬁnding. Expert ﬁnders
can be put into three diﬀerent categories of approaches. These categories are:
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the database approach, expertise ﬁnding based on social networks and expertise
proﬁles based on electronic evidence.
Chapter four contain a run-through of the information retrieval domain and ex-
plains some techniques often used in the creation, execution and evaluation of
expertise ﬁnders as well as other information retrieval systems.
In chapter ﬁve the study carried out at the City Development area in the Munic-
ipality of Trondheim is described. The chapter begins with a description of the
main objectives and then follows a presentation of the case and the ﬁndings from
the study.
Chapters six and seven describe the design and development of an expertise ﬁnder
prototype.
Chapter eight describes the testing and evaluation of the expertise ﬁnder proto-
type. Evaluation metrics presented in chapter four are applied to evaluate the
underlying principles of the prototype.
Chapter nine contain the thesis’ discussion and the conclusions of this thesis are
presented in chapter ten along with a description of future work.
15
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Expertise
2.1 Expertise, Competence or Knowledge?
Expertise, competence and knowledge are three highly interconnected concepts,
all relevant to what expert ﬁnders are meant to deliver. The ﬁrst part of this chap-
ter is devoted to a clariﬁcation of concepts and is setting the stage for the rest of
the report. Further, the ﬁelds of Knowledge Management (KM) and Competency
Management are two complementary ﬁelds gaining momentum in organizations
of today. Expertise ﬁnders are ﬁrst and foremost regarded as a Knowledge Man-
agement tool, but they are also highly relevant within Competency Management.
They both consider expertise as the main premise for a sustainable competitive
advantage, but with a slightly diﬀerent emphasize. How Expertise ﬁnders can
help facilitate these two management ﬁelds will end this chapter.
2.1.1 Knowledge
In the ﬁelds of knowledge and knowledge management it is common to separate
knowledge into an explicit dimension and a tacit dimension. Explicit knowledge
is knowledge which is easy to formulate and communicate, and is easily translated
into documents, rules and procedures. Explicit knowledge can be based on objects
or rules [8]. Knowledge is object based when it is expressed in words or exists
in physical artefacts, e.g. documents, physical models or patents, and rule based
when it exists within the organizations’ rules, procedures and routines.
Tacit knowledge - on the other hand - is the kind of knowledge that exist within
the individual and is diﬃcult to express and transfer to other individuals or to doc-
uments. Nonaka and Takeuchi [30] uses the terms socialization, externalization,
internalization and combination to explain the processes where tacit knowledge
17
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is transferred into another persons’ tacit knowledge and where tacit knowledge is
translated into explicit knowledge and vice versa (ﬁgure 2.1). Socialization is the
process where tacit knowledge in one person is transferred into tacit knowledge in
another person. This kind of mechanism may for instance happen during face-to-
face communication. An example of this is the mentor-apprentice relationship.
Externalization is the process where tacit knowledge is translated into explicit
knowledge. This process may realize through metaphors, analogies, hypothesis
or models that make abstract knowledge concrete. Internalization is the process
where explicit knowledge is turned into tacit knowledge. This can be achieved
e.g. through learning-by-doing activities or creating individual mental models
of explicit knowledge. For explicit knowledge to become tacit, it helps if the
knowledge is verbalized or diagrammed into documents, manuals or oral stories.
When people consume written, explicit knowledge in documents, they may create
their own mental models of this knowledge; they internalize the knowledge and
hence make it tacit. Combination is when various explicit knowledge sources are
combined into new explicit knowledge [30].
Socialization Externalization
Internalization Combination
Tacit knowledge Explicit knowledge
T
a
ci
t
k
no
w
le
d
g
e
E
x
p
lic
it
kn
o
w
le
d
g
e
to
fr
o
m
Figure 2.1: Knowledge conversion
Besides the separation of knowledge into explicit and tacit dimensions, it is also
common to see knowledge in the context of data and information (e.g. [10])
where data is a set of artefacts with no context. When you add context to the
data, it becomes information. And when you ﬁnally add a portion of beliefs,
commitment and action aspects to this information it becomes knowledge (ﬁgure
2.2). A contrast to this view comes from [35] referenced in [1] who argues that
the situation is reverse; knowledge has to be produced before information and
data exist. Even the most elementary piece of data has already been inﬂuenced
by knowledge processes leading to its identiﬁcation and collection.
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Figure 2.2: From data to knowledge
2.1.2 Competence
Lai [22] deﬁnes competence in this way:
”Competence is the gained knowledge, skills, abilities and attitudes
that makes it possible to carry out the relevant functions and tasks
according to the deﬁned requirements and goals.”
Competence is what Davenport and Prusak [10] is talking about when they are
talking about ground truth1. Ground truth means knowing what really works and
what doesn’t. Competence both consists of, and is an enhancement of knowledge.
You are not competent just as long as you are knowledgeable; you also need
practical skills and abilities to be able to fulﬁl your tasks, i.e. ground truth.
Lai [22] deﬁnes diﬀerent kinds of competence (ﬁgure 2.3). At a superior level
we ﬁnd a separation of formal competence and informal competence. Formal
competence is the easily measurable competence found in e.g. re´sume´s and cur-
riculum vitas, whereas informal competence is built up by work and personal
experiences, and is diﬃcult to quantify. At a lower level we ﬁnd a separation be-
tween professional competence, management competence, personal competence
and social competence. At the lowest level, we ﬁnd a separation between top com-
petence and base competence where base competence denotes basic, more general
knowledge and skills applicable to a wide range of areas. Top competence de-
notes competence at high professional level, and usually involves a high degree
of specialization, not unlike expertise. Top competence is also called expertise
competence [22].
2.1.3 Deﬁning Expertise
”[The expert...] straightaway does the appropriate thing, at the ap-
propriate time, in the appropriate way.” (Aristoteles)
1A concept the U.S Army’s Center for Army Lessons Learned (CALL) uses to describe the
diﬀerence between learning by doing (practical learning) and learning by reading (theoretical
learning) when they observe real military operations to gather and share knowledge discovered
from these operations
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Figure 2.3: Competence hierarchy
Aristoteles description of an expert is a simple and easily understandable deﬁ-
nition of expertise. It also point out why expertise is such an important asset
for an organization; an organization need knowledgeable employees that possess
the (tacit) knowledge and competence needed to make swift and proper decisions
and to act upon it. However, this deﬁnition is too vague to explain how we might
operationalize the notion of expertise so as to locate it. To clarify the concept of
expertise even more, Ericsson [13] is a bit more precise:
”Expertise refers to the characteristics, skills, and knowledge that dis-
tinguish experts from novices and less experienced people”.
This deﬁnition holds several interesting aspects. One of them is that this deﬁni-
tion implicitly states that expertise has a strong coherence with experience. He
also combines skills and knowledge with the more indistinct notion of character-
istics to deﬁne a persons’ expertise. What characterizes expertise and experts is
much discussed within the psychological literature and a lot of research focuses
on what signiﬁcant skills separates experts from others. [7] found that experts
often excel in the following seven areas:
1. They ﬁnd optimal solutions:
Compared to novices the experts excel by ﬁnding optimal solutions to prob-
lems, and they achieve it faster and more precise.
2. Better ability to discover and recognize:The experts are capable of
discovering and recognizing patterns and features in diﬀerent type of sit-
uations. They are also capable of discovering a deeper structure and the
complexity in problems than what novices are capable of.
3. Perform qualitative analysis:
Experts use a lot of time on analyzing the problem at hand, and considers
both domain speciﬁc and general limitations before the correct strategy is
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chosen.
4. Have better control:
As experts have more knowledge, they are better capable of monitoring
processes, ﬁnding errors and estimate tasks’ complexity.
5. Better at ﬁnding the right strategy:
Experts have an improved skill to ﬁnd the proper strategy in solving prob-
lems than novices, and even though the same strategy is chosen, the experts
perform the strategy better than novices.
6. Are often more opportunistic:
Experts have a larger repertoire than novices. They often see alternative
solutions and means for problem solving than the novice is capable of.
7. Use less cognitive eﬀort:
The expert is capable of collecting relevant domain knowledge and suitable
strategies with minimal cognitive eﬀort. Experts also have - gained through
experience - an ability to employ their skills automatically.
Expertise, knowledge and competence are three diﬀerent concepts, all carrying
their signiﬁcance, but at the same time they have a mutual relationship in that all
three concepts are closely related to action. It is the tacit knowledge in an experts’
mind that ensures that the expert is able to automatically see the solution to a
given problem and it is the top competence that makes him able to act upon it.
The combination of them - expertise - ensures that the expert is able to solve
problems in a correct and swift manner according to the deﬁnitions by Aristoteles
and Ericsson.
Yimam-Seid and Kobsa [36] identiﬁed two motives for seeking expertise. The ﬁrst
motive is to ﬁnd someone who might provide useful information. This motive may
be based on various information needs including the need for nondocumented
information, a need for information that helps specify and explain problems,
a need to leverage on others’ expertise to e.g. ﬁlter out useful information, a
need for interpretation and a socialization need. The second motive is to ﬁnd
someone who might perform a given organizational or social function. This motive
requires a more structured search than the ﬁrst motive. When searching for
people who might provide the relevant information, one is interested in ﬁnding out
”who knows about topic x?’ i.e. one is interested in ﬁnding someone possessing
suﬃcient knowledge to answer a question or solve a problem. Whereas when
searching for someone who might ﬁll some function one is interested in how much
they know about topic x, i.e. if they are competent of performing this function
[36].
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To keep things simple, this report continues to use the term expertise to ex-
plain what Expertise ﬁnders are meant to deliver, whether it is competence or
knowledge the expertise seeker is pursuing. However, we still don’t know how
an Expertise ﬁnder can apply these deﬁnitions in mapping humans to expertise
evidence found in various sources. One of the most obvious parameters used to
signalize expertise is experience.
Expertise and experience
According to e.g. [13] and [19] you need at least ten years of experience to be an
expert in a given ﬁeld. This is a rather non-balanced and generalistic point of
view, but there is little doubt that to reach a level of expertise, you have to go
through a long maturity process. Dreyfus and Dreyfus [23] try to illustrate this
process in a ﬁve-stage framework (Figure 2.4).
Figure 2.4: Expertise framework
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The expertise process starts oﬀ with a presentation of the task at hand. The
novice (Level 1) gets acquainted with some context free features that he is able to
recognize (and understand) without any particular competence. Then the novice
is given some ground rules to decide what strategies he will use to complete the
task. These rules are remembered and crammed through practice. What is miss-
ing at this level is an understanding of the tasks’ surrounding context. Without
this context the given information does not make sense. When the performer
gains experience by using this information in real situations, he develops an un-
derstanding for the relevant context, and may recognize other meaningful aspects
related to the task. At this point the performer is transformed to an advanced
beginner (Level 2).
What is still lacking to assure the necessary competence (Level 3) to understand
and complete the task is the ability to focus on the important elements in the
task and ﬁlter out the less important elements. When the performer gets more
experience he will be able to recognize potentially relevant aspects connected to
the task, but without the necessary competence to separate the really relevant
from the less important aspects he will see the task as overwhelming and con-
fusing. To reach the level of competency the performer need to learn how to
formulate plans or strategies on how to focus on the relevant elements and rule
out the non-relevant ones. Rules and procedures help the performer to choose the
strategy and plan, but he is still not capable of choosing the strategy and plan
for any deviation that may occur. At this stadium a lot of wrong decisions are
made, but also some successful ones. If the performer is able to reﬂect over the
errors made as well as the right decisions, the performer might rise to the next
level.
Proﬁciency (Level 4) is achieved when the experience acquired in the previous
stages lead to an intuitive pattern of reactions in stead of a complex rational
evaluation in any occurring situation. At this stage the actions and decisions are
perceived as easier and less stressing because the performer sees what needs to
be done in stead of leaning to rules and procedures to complete the task. At this
point the performer knows what is needed to get the job done, but he still needs
to choose the right strategy to solve it.
What separates a proﬁcient actor from an expert (5) is that the expert immedi-
ately sees what is needed to complete the task, and also how to solve it. There is
no need for rules or procedures, calculations or computations. With the suﬃcient
experience from diﬀerent situations the experts mind carries out a decomposition
of the task into sub-tasks that all requires a certain response. This leads to an
immediate and intuitive response that characterizes expertise.
An interesting additional level to this framework is a level six; master. In a
situation where the experts’ expertise is to be shared with others, there is little
use of an expert who is not capable of explaining his expertise so that others may
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appreciate and make use of it. A master is in this context a member of an elite
group of experts who empowered by their dominant position among experts are
qualiﬁed to share their knowledge with those at a lower level [7].
2.1.4 Expertise ﬁnding in Knowledge management
“If there is no system in place to locate the most appropriate knowl-
edge resources, employees make do with what is most easily available.
That knowledge may be reasonably good, but in today’s competitive
environment reasonably good is not good enough” [10].
Knowledge management consists of strategies on how to get employees to create,
share and apply knowledge in the best possible way. Hansen et al [17] separates
knowledge management strategies into two diﬀerent approaches; the codiﬁcation
approach and the personalization approach. The ﬁrst one applies strategies suit-
able for an organization developing products or services based on explicit knowl-
edge, whereas the strategies following the personalization approach are suitable
for organizations utilizing mainly tacit knowledge to develop their products or
services.
Both approaches use computer applications to support their objectives, but since
they handle two diﬀerent kinds of knowledge, they have to focus on diﬀerent
solutions. Computer applications ﬁtting the codiﬁcation approach often include
storage solutions and taxonomies such as knowledge repositories which enables
employees to browse through categories of relevant subjects or forums for trans-
ferring explicit knowledge such as discussion forums. Computer applications sup-
porting the personalization approach focus on facilitating the knowledge transfer
and the establishment of communication channels between employees. Hence,
Expertise ﬁnders are one of the computer applications suitable for this approach.
Hahn and Sabramani [16] suggests a framework to classify computer applications
supporting knowledge management. The framework has two dimensions. The
horizontal dimension describes whether the knowledge is embodied within indi-
viduals (tacit knowledge) or whether it exists in artefacts (explicit knowledge).
These two directions match computer applications used in the personalization ap-
proach and codiﬁcation approach respectively. The vertical dimension describes
whether the knowledge is structured (e.g. a database) or unstructured (e.g. dy-
namically created documents such as Intranet documents).
As ﬁgure 2.5 illustrate, Expertise ﬁnders or yellow pages of experts are placed
in the cell where the knowledge is embodied within the individual and the level
of a priori structure is considered structured. This is only partly true, because
obviously Expertise ﬁnders contains individual knowledge and the names of the
experts are static information are often stored in some kind of employee database.
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Figure 2.5: KMS framework
However, unless the Expertise ﬁnder uses a database approach (see chapter 3.1)
where the expert proﬁles is stored in a static manner, the information found
in Expertise ﬁnders’ expert proﬁles is often dynamically created as knowledge
continuously accumulates. Thus Expertise ﬁnders, at least the ones employing
dynamically created expert proﬁles can also belong to the cell where the locus of
knowledge is individual and where the level of a priori structure is unstructured.
In a knowledge management perspective, Expertise ﬁnders can support especially
the creation and sharing of knowledge in an organization. By establishing contact
between expertise seekers and experts, this may facilitate a transfer of knowl-
edge through informal communication leading to the creation of new knowledge
through socialization or externalization and the general knowledge level in the
organization might increase, presumably leading to higher eﬃciency and overall
quality. However, even with the assistance from IT as an enabler in establishing
the proper communication channels, knowledge management and the transfer of
expertise is a diﬃcult area without the employees’ faith.
Hinds and Pfeﬀer [18] separates the complicating factors when it comes to sharing
expertise into motivational and cognitive limitations. Some of the motivational
limitations are that the competition for salary raises and promotions prevent
experts from sharing their expertise as this is in fact their competitive edge.
Another motivational limitation is when an organizational structures based on
strict rules- and line of commands might prevent people from signalling their
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expertise as people working in the lower part of the organizational hierarchy
might be reluctant to share their expertise with senior employees residing at a
higher hierarchy level.
Even when the motivation to share ones knowledge is in place, the actual transfer
of knowledge between an expert and a novice is complicated, with or without the
assistance of technology. Some of the complicating causes are 1) It is diﬃcult
for the expert to recognize the knowledge level for the recipient which makes it
diﬃcult to decide the granularity level to use in the knowledge transfer, and 2)
The way the expert abstracts and simpliﬁes his knowledge.
One reason explaining why the expert is so unaware of the recipients knowledge
level is explained by Bromme et al. [5]:
1. The correspondence hypothesis: One assumes that the other part has knowl-
edge of a subject one self has knowledge about.
2. Overestimation hypothesis: One is likely to overestimate the general knowl-
edge of a subject if one self possess it
3. Expertise hypothesis: A person who possess exceptional knowledge about a
subject has a tendency to overestimate another persons’ knowledge of this
subject.
With experience and practice the cognitive state in humans change, and most
experts organize parts of information into larger, logical chunks in memory [14].
This leads to that experts often abstracts and simpliﬁes the problem which makes
them able to process information more rapidly. The novice - at the other end -
sees only the diﬀerent parts of the same information, which makes the problem
appear as complex and diﬃcult (ﬁgure 2.6).
Because of the experts’ ability to simplify the problem he is able to ﬁnd solutions
to problems quicker than novices. The downside to this is that this abstraction
makes it diﬃcult for the expert to recall the complexity and details the novice
requires to understand the solution. Additionally, experts’ knowledge is mainly
tacit rather then explicit. Because tacit knowledge lies in the unconscious level
it’s diﬃcult to formulate, which makes it diﬃcult to transfer to others [18]
The above discussion goes to show that even though expert ﬁnders are able to
establish communication channels between expert seekers and experts, the path
to successful knowledge transfer is ﬁlled with obstacles, and both cognitive and
motivational aspects must be resolved before the knowledge management can be
successful.
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2.1.5 Expertise ﬁnding in Competency management
Competency management is by Ley [24] deﬁned to:
”[...]encompass all instruments and methods used in an organization
to systematically assess current and future competencies required for
the work to be performed and to assess available competencies of the
workforce”
In contrast with knowledge management, which focuses on the creation, sharing
and application of what employees know, competency management is more con-
cerned with what employees actually are able to do, i.e. how their knowledge is
applied in practice.
Lai [22] discriminates competency management from knowledge management in
that knowledge management is setting the stage for competency management by
emphasizing the social aspects, the informal competence building (i.e. informal
methods for transferring tacit knowledge), and the sharing of knowledge in infor-
mal networks. As such, a relationship exists between these areas where knowledge
management is responsible for creating a culture for knowledge creation, sharing
and application, while competency management uses this culture as a foundation
to locate and map competencies from motivated personnel.
Identical to knowledge management, competency management involves a mixture
of technology and methods that facilitates the location of competent people or in
some cases the lack of them. Competence Management Systems (CMS) is often
used to evaluate the employees’ skills and competencies against certain measures
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set by the management of an organization. Competency management concerns
the more hands-on properties related to employees, and thus both the formal and
informal competencies may be easier to measure, locate and map than in the
ﬁeld of knowledge management where the ultimate goal is to create a knowledge
culture for the creation, sharing and application of knowledge.
Expertise ﬁnders can facilitate the location of employees’ skills and also areas
where skillful employees do not exist and where the organization need to hire
new employees or upgrade the competence of its existing staﬀ. Hence, the main
diﬀerence of how Knowledge Management and Competency Management can
utilize Expertise ﬁnders is that in a Knowledge Management perspective they
are used to establish communication channels that facilitates the transfer and
creation of knowledge, whereas in a Competency Management perspective one
can use them to ﬁnd skillful employees who might ﬁll demanded functions and to
locate areas where skills are missing.
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Computer applications focused on the ﬁnding and mapping of expertise may be
more or less automatically driven. This chapter will present diﬀerent approaches
used to ﬁnd an organizations expertise. This genre of computer applications goes
by names such as people ﬁnders, expert locators, corporate yellow pages and
Expertise ﬁnders. This report has been using, and will continue to use the latter
to describe this kind of systems.
Expertise ﬁnders can be classiﬁed into three diﬀerent categories [29]:
1. Database approach
2. Social networks approach
3. Expertise proﬁle based on electronic evidence
3.1 Database approach
The database approach to ﬁnding expertise requires the storage of self assessed
expertise descriptions. The employees themselves deﬁne their expertise areas and
levels. These descriptions are stored in a database structure, and come with a
user interface that enables other employees to search and/or browse for expertise.
Skills Manager [12] is one Expertise ﬁnder following this approach. Skills Manager
is used by the knowledge management company Computas to locate employees
with the demanded expertise. The expertise seekers may choose from 250 par-
ticular expertise areas in a taxonomy and further ﬁnd what level of expertise the
nominated experts possess, from ”expert” as the highest level to ”non relevant” as
the lowest level of expertise. The employees are requested to evaluate their pro-
ﬁle as new expertise areas are entered into taxonomy or when they have updated
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their expertise in one of the existing areas.
This kind of self assessment that is found in Skills Manager and other Expertise
ﬁnders following the database approach is problematic because of several reasons.
Some of them are:
• The diﬃculty of evaluating ones own expertise
• Diﬃcult to validate others expertise
• Deliberate underestimation or overestimation of ones expertise
• Time consuming eﬀort updating ones expertise proﬁle
Diﬃcult to evaluate ones own expertise
It is diﬃcult to compare ones expertise with others. Several Expertise ﬁnders
in this genre operate with self assessments of competence levels [12], which is
unreliable due to many reasons, e.g. what criterions can be applied to assess
ones expertise; how do you estimate your level of expertise relatively to other
employees’ expertise? And, in many cases expertise contains a tacit element of
knowledge that the expert himself is not aware of [31];[32].
Diﬃcult to validate others expertise
When projects are being manned it can be diﬃcult for the project manager to
decide whether the self assessed expertise descriptions are actually valid or not. It
may also be too time costly to perform some objective validation of these proﬁles
and diﬃcult to normalize the results. In small or medium-sized companies where
the employees know each other well, some of these problems may not be an issue,
but in larger companies where the employees don’t know each other, a valida-
tion is necessary to establish the credibility and expertise of the project members.
Deliberate underestimation or overestimation of ones expertise
In cases where one knows that a characterization as an expert lead to a lot
of extra work assignments, it might be tempting to avoid this work load by
underestimating ones expertise level. Another danger in putting your expertise
level high in a Expertise ﬁnder system is that you may be in danger of getting
assigned to the same kind of projects over and over based on your extensive
experience in this ﬁeld, and missing the opportunity to get assigned on new,
exciting project areas [11].
In other cases, to achieve prestige among the other employees it could be tempt-
ing to ”upgrade” ones expertise. This may also be the case if you want to get
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involved with a project that requires a certain expertise area or level that you do
not possess.
Time consuming to update ones expertise proﬁle
If you need to update your expertise proﬁle each time you gain new knowledge,
this will be a time consuming process, and especially if the expert himself feel
there is no reward for doing so, it’s relatively optimistic of an organization to
expect that all employees will update their proﬁle at every new accumulation of
knowledge. Maybe this approach is not in the best interest to the organization
either. If all employees use one hour to formulate this weeks gained knowledge
or competence this is quite a loss of resources that could be applied elsewhere.
3.1.1 An objective database approach
Instead of the employee assessing his own expertise, some organizations em-
ploy knowledge stewards or expertise supervisors to gather expertise information.
These knowledge stewards perform interviews of the employees, analyze exper-
tise areas and levels, and insert this data into the Expertise ﬁnder database. In
this way there is an objective element in the expertise localization stage that can
verify the truthfulness of the expertise descriptions and transfer some of the work-
load and time eﬀort from the employees to these stewards designated for this job.
The knowledge stewards need to fulﬁl some important criteria because extracting
expertise is a diﬃcult task. Karhu et al [20] have developed a framework that
describes the necessary steps to perform the knowledge steward process (ﬁgure
3.1).
This ﬁgure illustrates that the ﬁrst objective is to create conﬁdence between the
expert and the knowledge steward. Then interviews of the employee are held and
the knowledge steward performs a socialization1 and develops his own mental
models of the dialogue in a way that makes him able to describe this expertise
explicitly. When the expertise seekers get access to the explicitly described exper-
tise, another interpretation process is carried out where the seekers create their
mental models of this explicit expertise and internalize it.
3.2 Social network approach
Social networks mean in this context an electronic network of nodes, often de-
picted as graph structures, where the nodes are the information handlers (sender
1See chapter 2.1.1
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Figure 3.1: Knowledge Steward
or receiver) and the edges between the nodes show the relationship and commu-
nication between the nodes. The nodes within a network have something they
want to share with others. This might include everything from spare time inter-
ests (e.g. facebook.com) or in our case expertise. The main driver is that shared
communication also means shared interests which again mean shared areas of
expertise. This has two implications; by contacting a node with the wanted ex-
pertise you may satisfy your need for expertise directly from the node you have
contacted, or you can meet a node that do not possess the needed expertise, but
knows (has the expert in his social network) the node that is able to provide you
with the needed wanted expertise.
Campbell et al. [6] describe how email communication patterns can be used to
map social networks and identify what people know of who knows what (who’s
the expert). Analysis of email traﬃc show who communicates with each other
and what kind of information that is sent. The underlying thought is that people
often send email about some subject to the person who is knowledgeable about
this subject and this person receive more emails about this subject than everyone
else (ﬁgure 3.2).
This system works in three stages:
1. Construct clusters of all emails concerning a certain topic.
2. Analyze emails between each sender and receiver to see who is sending infor-
mation to whom and construct a directed graph that show the information
ﬂow between them.
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Figure 3.2: Using email communication patterns in expertise ﬁnding
3. Analyze the graph to provide a rating for all senders and receivers.
Campbell et al. compared this method with another approach that only mined the
email messages without the analysis of communication patterns. The evaluation
showed that the approach involving communication patterns achieved the best
retrieval results with a precision of 67 percent at 33 percent recall.
Obviously, there are some privacy issues related to Campbell et al.’s approach.
Analyzing the employees’ professional and private emails is a questionable ap-
proach to summarize an organizations expertise.
ReferralWeb [21] initially also used email communication to map social networks
in the localization of expertise, but dropped this idea because of the privacy issues
involved. Instead, this system use content analysis and social networks to extract
adjacent name occurrences from diﬀerent kind of online sources as an indication
of relationship. These name occurrences are found in links in homepages, lists
of co-authors in technical papers and citations of papers, exchanges between
individuals recorded in news archives and organization charts. The ReferralWeb
Expertise ﬁnder works as follows:
1. When a user is registered in the ReferralWeb a search engine is used to
ﬁnd documents related to this user. In addition to this are other employees
co-occurring in the documents extracted as well. This process is applied
recursively in one or two levels, and the results are then entered into a
global network model.
2. In the search stage one can - based on the global network model - search
for a topic and ﬁlter this search based on social criteria, such as ”Which
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person, who is a colleague of mine, is an expert in building ontologies?”
The Expert Locator prototype developed and described by D’Amore [9] use a
variety of sources to ﬁnd expertise evidence. Project spaces, formal organiza-
tion spaces and ListServ discussion threads are used to collect expertise evidence
based on the assumption that people belonging to these activity spaces actually
have knowledge of the topic(s) discussed, and that evidence of expertise is found
based on that people signalize their expertise in these spaces’ entities (e.g. peo-
ple), events (e.g. labor) and artifacts (e.g. reports). By signaling these expertise
evidence, Expert Locator tries to locate the social context where people commu-
nicate within, for instance in discussion threads, and hence deduce communities
of practice.
3.3 Expertise proﬁle based on electronic evi-
dence
Numerous approaches have been used to automatically construct expertise pro-
ﬁles from available electronic sources. Some approaches are domain speciﬁc and
some more general. An example of a domain speciﬁc approach is Expertise Rec-
ommender [27]. Expertise Recommender is a product of a ﬁeld study carried out
in a software company. Expertise Recommender locates experts based on two im-
portant rules (heuristics): A ”change history rule” that locates information about
the programmer who last modiﬁed a system module, and a ”technical support
rule” that uses information about the person who last solved a technical problem.
If the need for expertise is related to the system module, the programmer who
have made modiﬁcations to the system module is regarded as the expert, and if
the need for expertise is related to a technical problem the person who solved
a similar problem is regarded as the expert. When an expertise seeker issues a
query in the Expertise Recommender he may ﬁlter the potential experts based
on his social network. In this way he is able to choose from expert candidates he
is familiar with.
Several other Expertise ﬁnders belonging to this category utilize diﬀerent docu-
ment storages as a source of expertise evidence. One example is the P@noptic
expert ﬁnder. This system stores an employee-document (essentially an expertise
proﬁle) for each employee in the organization and only these employee-documents
are indexed. The employee-document consists of the employees’ contact informa-
tion and concatenated text from all documents mentioning this employee on the
intranet and the employees’ home page(s). When the results from the expertise
query are presented, the top ranked expert is presented with picture, contact in-
formation and the documents he is mentioned in, while the other retrieved experts
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are presented with basic contact information and a link to supporting documents.
Balog et.al [4] tried a probabilistic approach to expert ﬁnding. They developed,
tested and evaluated two diﬀerent models using heterogeneous test data from the
TREC collection. In the ﬁrst model all term information from all the documents
associated with the expert candidate is collected and then used to represent the
candidate. Hence, this model predicts how probable the query topic is to rank the
diﬀerent candidates, i.e. ﬁnding expertise based on a candidate view. The second
model ranked documents according to the query, and then they determined how
likely a candidate was an expert by considering the documents associated with
these candidates, i.e. ﬁnding expertise based on a document view. One of the
evaluation measures used to test these models was R-precision. The evaluation
showed that the second model performed better, with an R-precision score of 23.3
percent.
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Information retrieval
This chapter is devoted to the ﬁeld of information retrieval (IR). Expert ﬁnder
systems often use techniques found in the IR domain in the same manner as other
IR systems. After all it is usually plain text that contain the expertise evidence,
no matter if the system is a web search engine or an expert ﬁnder system. The
only thing that usually seperates a general IR system with an expert ﬁnder, is
the fact that experts found and presented in an expert ﬁnder are products of
diﬀerent kind of information, often collected from diﬀerent sources. You might
ﬁnd the actual expertise evidence (e.g. a name) in one document collection, the
contact information in another (e.g. telephone number and e-mail address), and
some information that makes it possible for the expert searcher to validate the
expert in a third source (e.g. a reference to other texts mentioning the expert).
Hence, most of the principles and techniques used are similar.
This chapter begins with a description of the search process. Then some of the
techniques used in indexing and pre-processing of documents will be explained.
Further some of the main building blocks in IR, the IR models, will be described
before this chapter ends with a description of evaluation measures used in expert
ﬁnder systems as well as in IR systems.
4.1 The search process
The search process in an IR system starts with a user issuing a query. The query
is processed in a way that enables the system to compare the query with the
documents residing in the collection. The collections’ documents are usually pre-
processed and indexed so that the retrieval process is executed as eﬃciently as
possible. This kind of processing is usually performed oﬄine because of perfor-
mance issues. In the presentation stage the processed query is compared to the
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indexed documents, and the most relevant documents are retrieved and presented
to the user issuing the query (Figure 4.1).
Query Documents
Retrieved
documents
Document
representation
Similarity
computation
Query
representation
Processing Processing
Figure 4.1: The search process
4.2 Pre-processing
The purpose with pre-processing is to compress the text before it gets indexed and
to improve the systems’ relevance judgement. Usually both the user query and
the documents in the collection are pre-processed. In this report, two techniques
for text compression are described, stop word removal and stemming.
4.2.1 Stop word removal
Words that occur too often in the documents in the collection don’t have a dis-
criminating eﬀect and should be removed from the text to ensure they are not
considered as index terms. A document consists of several words that are not
important to the retrieval because they occur to often. Because of this it is
common practice to pre-process the documents so that only words that can dis-
tinguish documents are taken under consideration in the similarity stage, while
the words that occur most frequent are considered stop words and are ﬁltered out
prior to the indexing stage. Common stop words are verbs, adverbs, adjectives,
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prepositions and articles. The stopword removal stage should be carried out with
caution. Removing words that might discriminate relevant from non-relevant
information could eﬀect the systems performance considerably.
4.2.2 Stemming
Stemming is a pre-processing technique that reduces a word to its stem. By
doing so it’s possible to retrieve words with other inﬂections than the exact word
in the query. The most common approach to stemming is the aﬃx removal
technique [3]. This technique removes the ending of the word based on rules in
the stemming algorithm, and only the stem is stored in the index. For instance
you may issue the query ’process AND technique’ and also retrieve documents
that mention ’processing techniques’ in the text. There is an ongoing debate
whether stemming actually improves the retrieval performance, and many search
engines do not use this technique because of the inconclusive beneﬁts of stemming
[3].
4.3 Indexing
Indexing of a document collection implies the construction of data structures that
creates a compact version of every document in the collection. By utilizing data
structures one avoids a sequential search through all text in the documents. This
ensures high performance both with regard to time and storage issues. There
are several alternative techniques for indexing, but the ones most used are the
inverted ﬁle, suﬃx table and signature ﬁle. The inverted ﬁle technique is suitable
for most applications [3] and will be explained brieﬂy in this report.
An inverted ﬁle structure is based on two main components, 1) a vocabulary and
2) a list of occurrences. The vocabulary consists of a list of the diﬀerent words in
the document, while the list of occurrences connects the words in the vocabulary
with their position in the document. An example of an inverted ﬁle is illustrated
in ﬁgure 4.2.
4.4 IR models
There are two main challenges that need attention when an IR system is to be
developed. The ﬁrst challenge concerns the document representation and the
second challenge concerns how to compare similarities between the collections’
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Figure 4.2: Inverted index
documents and the query issued by the user. According to [3], an IR model can
be characterized as follows:
An IR-modell is a quadruple [D,Q,F , R(qi, dj)] where
1. D is a set composed of logical views (or representations) of the documents
in the collection.
2. Q is a set composed of logical views (or representations) of the user infor-
mation needs. Such representions are called queries.
3. F is a framework for modelling document representations, queries, and their
relationships.
4. R(qi, dj) is a ranking function which associates a real number with a query
qi ∈ Q and a document representation dj ∈ D. Such a ranking deﬁnes an
ordering among the documents with regard to the query qi.
When building an IR model the ﬁrst thing to consider is how the documents are
represented (usually by index terms) and how to represent the users’ information
needs (usually given as a query). Given these representations or logical views,
the framework used in modelling the representations is to be decided, and also
how the ranking functionality should be carried out. There are essentially three
retrieval models to consider at this stage, the Boolean model, the Vector space
model and the Probability model [3]. The Boolean Model and the Vector Space
Model will be explained in the following as these are the two model relevant for
this thesis.
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4.4.1 Boolean model
This IR model is based on set theory and Boolean algebra. This models main
advantage is that it is relatively easy to comprehend as it is based on the fact that
the index term either exists in a document or it does not. This is also one of the
models’ drawbacks as it means there is no ranking of documents - the document
is relevant or it is non-relevant as this formula shows:
sim(dj, q) =
{
1 if ∃→q cc | (
→
q cc ∈
→
q dnf ) ∧ (∀ki ,gi(
→
d j) = gi(
→
q cc))
0 otherwise
}
where
sim(dj, q) = The similarity between the document dj and the query q→
q dnf = The disjunctive normal form for the query q→
q cc = Any of the conjunctive components of qdnf
if sim(dj, q) = 1 then the Boolean model predicts that the document dj is rele-
vant to the query q. Otherwise, the prediction is that the document is not relevant.
Another disadvantage following from this is that it does not reduce the informa-
tion space and thus break one of IRs’ main postulates; to reduce the amount of
information in the information seeking process. The Boolean models’ principle
is an exact binary match which often results in either too many or too few hits
given a query.
4.4.2 Vector Space model
Salton et al introduced the Vector space model in 19751. While the Boolean
model has the disadvantage that it uses only binary comparison between terms
in the query and the documents, the Vector space model recognizes that a binary
comparison between terms in a query and documents not is suﬃcient and uses
non-binary weighting of index terms. The weighting of index terms is made possi-
ble by the Term Frequency (TF) - Inverse Document Frequency (IDF) algorithm.
The Term frequency measures how well an index term describes the document
content by assigning high weight to terms that frequently occur in a document.
The Inverse document frequency on the other hand measures how well the index
term discriminates between relevant and non-relevant documents in the collec-
tion by giving high weights to rare terms. The term weighs are further used to
compute the degree of similarity between each document stored in the system
1Already in 1968 Salton published an article about the IR system SMART that used similar
principles in IR
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and the users’ query. This degree of similarity can be seen in the vector space as
the cosine value on the angle between the query vector and the document vector.
By sorting the retrieved documents in descending order based on the degree of
similarity the Vector space model considers documents that only partly match
the query [3].
sim(dj, q) =
dj • q
|dj| × |q|
=
∑t
i=1 wi,j ×wi,q√∑t
i=1 w
2
i ,j ×
√∑t
i=1 w
2
i ,q
, where (4.1)
sim(dj, q) = correlation between dj and q
dj = the vector to the document j
q = the query vector
t = total number of indexterms in the collection
wi,j = the weight to the term in document j
wi,q = the weight to the term in the query
The advantages you get by using the Vector retrieval model is ﬁrst and foremost
that you by using a non-binary weighting scheme on the index terms get a good
retrieval performance. And by using the cosine ranking the user issuing the query
gets presented with relatively similar documents because of the partial match
strategy and results ranked by relevance.
The disadvantages of the Vector space model are that the model does not take
into account the relations between terms [25] and that is allegedly only works
optimally with short documents because it’s diﬃcult to compute similarity mea-
surements based on vectors on long documents [15].
4.5 Evaluation of IR systems
During the evaluation of IR systems the focus is on conﬁrming that the relevant
documents are retrieved and the non-relevant ones are not. The evaluation met-
rics often used are recall and precision. A high level of recall denotes that the
relevant documents in the collection are retrieved and presented for the user, while
a high precision denotes that the documents retrieved and presented actually are
relevant. In the same manner recall and precision denotes relevant experts in
an expert ﬁnder. A high level of recall shows that all the relevant experts are
retrieved and a high level of precision shows that the novices and non-experts are
not retrieved. The formulas for recall and precision are:
Recall = |Ra||R| where |Ra| are the retrieved relevant documents (experts) and |R|
denotes the total set of relevant documents (experts)
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Precision = |Ra||A| where |Ra| are the retrieved relevant documents (experts) and
|A| are the retrieved documents (experts) presented to the user.
In practice, it is normal that the higher the recall, the lower the precision is, and
vice versa. This is because with high recall the system gathers a large portion
of the collection, and some non-relevant documents are also retrieved, with the
consequence that the precision is being reduced ([25]).
When evaluating Expertise ﬁnders, key personnel are often inquired to manually
separate the experts from non-experts in their organization. To illustrate this
with an example:
Tone is the personnel manager in a software development company. She knows
the organizations’ employees well and can pinpoint who has knowledge about UML
modelling. She also knows that the expert in this subject is Lasse. Given the query
”use case modelling” in the company’s expertise locator, Tone is given the task to
evaluate the performance of the system. She immediately recognizes that Lasse is
lacking in the retrieved results. This shows that the system has low recall. She
also notice that Gabriel - the company accountant and not very knowledgeable
about UML- appear on the list. This is a clear indication of low precision in the
Expertise ﬁnder.
4.5.1 Precision at recall levels
Within the ﬁeld of expertise ﬁnding, precision is often regarded as a better mea-
sure than recall [28]. When you look for an expert, you are mainly interested
in ﬁnding the one expert with the highest level of expertise, not a list of ten
potential experts who may or may not possess the needed expertise. Also, be-
cause knowing exactly all relevant experts to a query is diﬃcult, it is common to
compute the precision at a given recall level. This procedure is illustrated by the
following example:
Say your human evaluators have speciﬁed these ﬁve persons as experts to a given
query:
Eq = {p1, p2, p3, p4, p5} where Eq is the set containing the total number of relevant
experts, and pn are the relevant experts found by the evaluators.
The expert ﬁnder system computes this ranked list of experts:
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1. p1
2. p3
3. p8
4. p16
5. p12
Since p1 amount to 20 percent of all relevant experts (Eq), the recall is 20 percent
and since this is the ﬁrst hit on the list the precision is 100 percent. So we say
that the system on this query has 100 percent precision at 20 percent recall.
Further, p8 has a precision of approximately 66 percent (Two out of three experts
are relevant) at 40 percent recall, etc.
4.5.2 Interpolated average precision
To ﬁnd a single summary representative for all queries in a test, it is common to
average the single query results into an average precision value. This is achieved
by averaging the precision at each recall level as follows:
P (r) = Σ
Nq
i=1
Pi(r)
Nq
where
P (r) = average precision at the recall level r,
Nq = the number of queries used,
Pi(r) = the precision at recall level r for the i-th query.
This is usually done with computing the precision at eleven recall levels (0-100
percent), and by interpolating the results so that the interpolated precision at
the j -th standard recall level is the maximum known precision at any recall level
between the j -th recall level and the (j+1)-th recall level.
P (rj) = max rj ≤ r ≤ rj+1P (r)
This means that the precision at 0, 10, 20 and 30 percent recall level is interpo-
lated to 100 percent precision in our last example.
4.5.3 R-precision
R-precision considers the size of the set of relevant experts (Eq) when computing
the precision. If this set of assumed experts for instance consists of ﬁve experts,
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this means that the precision amongst the ﬁve ﬁrst hits is used to compute R-
precision.
E.g. if Eq = {p1, p2, p3, p4, p5} , and the results computed by the expert ﬁnder
system presents ten experts, we take the ﬁrst ﬁve proposed experts, and use these
to compute R-precision. And, if three of the experts in Eq occur in the results,
then we have an R-precision of 0.6 (or sixty percent).
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Urban Development Area
5.1 The case
The Urban Development area in the municipality of Trondheim is an impor-
tant premise provider for the future development and day-to-day maintenance in
Trondheim. Urban Development is responsible for areas such as city regulation,
building applications, housing administration, environmental issues, ﬁre and res-
cue services, and general maintenance in the municipality. There are a total of
1100 people employed in eleven diﬀerent units at Urban Development. This study
focuses on six of the eleven units. The reason for doing this excerpt is that these
six units are the units that essentially are the decision-making authorities while
the other ﬁve units are mainly executing or advisory units. The involved units
are (Norwegian names in parenthesis):
• Urban zoning oﬃce (Byplankontoret)
• Building permits oﬃce (Byggesakskontoret)
• Environment Oﬃce (Miljøenheten)
• Trondheim Real Estate (Trondheim eiendom)
• Map and surveying oﬃce (Kart- og oppm˚alingskontoret)
• Department of Infrastructure, Environment and Property Management (Trond-
heim byteknikk)
The ﬁve units not contributing to this study are City maintenance (Trondheim
bydrift), Chief Municipal Treasurer (Byantikvaren), Chimney Sweeping Service
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(Feiervesenet), the Fire and rescue service (Brann- og redningstjenesten) and the
Housing Oﬃce (Boligenheten).
The overall structure of the municipal organization including the Urban Devel-
opment area is presented below (5.1) (units contributing to the case study in
grey):
City director
Chimney
Sweeping
Office
Trondheim
Real Estate
City
maintenance
Housing
Office
Fire and
rescue
service
Chief
Municipal
Treasurer
Environment
Office
Dep.
Infrastructure,
Environment
and Property
Management
Building
permits
office
Map- and
Suverying
office
City
Planning
Office
City council/City executive board
Chief city executive
Early development
and education
Urban development
Health and welfare
services
Management and
human resources
Financial
administration
Cultural affairs
Figure 5.1: Urban Development organization chart
All these municipal units are normally accessed through a public reception called
the City reception (Bytorget). This reception handles incoming calls and manual
attendance, and distributes these inquiries to the correct destination. Since the
Building Permits oﬃce, the Map- and Surveying oﬃce, and Urban zoning oﬃce
usually receive more inquiries from the public than the other units, a seperate
reception is organized for these three units.
5.2 Objectives
This study was carried out to ﬁnd answers in two main areas. Firstly, the
study needed to provide an understanding of Urban Developments responsibili-
ties, internal- and external communication and the diﬀerent kinds of knowledge,
competencies and expertise the units possess. These issues are deﬁned as orga-
nizational issues:
• Get a picture of the overall organizational structure
• Find the units’ main responsibilities
• Analyze the units’ possessed expertise
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• Analyze the communication ﬂow (internally and externally) in the units
and what kind of expertise that is inquired
• Find the internal and external conditions (Customers, laws and legislations
etc.)
Secondly, there was a need to ﬁnd out what the technical possibilities and terms
were. It was important to discover what sources contain potential evidence of
expertise, and how to access them. These are deﬁned as technical issues:
• Locate the sources of expertise evidence and ﬁgure out how to access these
sources
• Find out how to best perform a mapping between the located expertise
evidence and the experts
• Explore how to get access to relevant information sources used in the expert
presentation (Contact info)
5.3 Method
The case study started autumn 2006 with a direct observation period at the City
reception. As I at the time was employed at the Urban Development area, I had
the opportunity to get direct access to incoming inquiries and how they were
treated at their destination. Notes were taken on what inquiries the diﬀerent
units received, how they were processed and distributed, and in some cases what
the outcome of the inquiries were.
During the ﬁrst months of 2007 the interviewing and the other meetings involved
in the case study were planned and executed. A total of eleven interviews with the
involved units’ managers and formal meetings (appointed meetings) with other
relevant contributors were held, and also some informal ones (Mainly technical).
The structure of the interviews can be characterized as semi-structured as the
main topics were predeﬁned, but there was no rigorous questionnaire guiding the
interviews. The formal meetings followed more or less the same procedure. All
interviews were recorded and transcribed immediately after the interviews were
held. When there were inconsistencies found in the transcription stage, these
were resolved either by issuing a mail or a telephone call to the unit manager
being interviewed.
The same unit managers were also asked to provide sample queries and experts
they saw ﬁt to these queries. These queries were used in the evaluation of the
expert ﬁnder prototype (Described in chapter eigth).
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5.4 Presentation of the involved units
In this section the diﬀerent units will be presented. The presentation includes a
presentation of the main responsibilities and tasks the unit performs, the positions
people are employed in (narrowed down to the ﬁve most employed positions),
what kind of inquiries the unit receives, and where expertise evidence may be
found.
5.4.1 Building permits oﬃce
This unit consists of 51 employees, where the majority have backgrounds within
the ﬁelds of engineering, architecture and law (ﬁgure 5.2). Additionally, the
Building permits oﬃce has a large administrative section performing tasks related
to personnel and economy, handling in- and out correspondence, invoicing and
the City reception.
When it comes to the units’ main responsibility - the treatment of building ap-
plications - the case handlers are divided into two sections based on geographical
location. The case handlers in one section treat building applications concerning
the west side of the city, while the others are responsible for the east side. The
case handlers have backgrounds mainly in architecture and engineering, but also
other backgrounds may be present, e.g. social science.
In addition to the administrative tasks and the treatment of building applica-
tions, the unit has a legal department responsible for handling complaints, illegal
building activities and this department also performs an advisory function in the
treatment of building applications.
Figure 5.2: Building permits oﬃce
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Inquiries and communication
Together with the Urban zoning oﬃce and the Map- and surveying oﬃce, the
Building permits oﬃce manages their own City reception that handles both in-
coming calls and manual attendance. Typical inquiries that concern the Building
permits oﬃce are related to questions such as what case handler is treating a
given building application, what one is allowed to do with ones’ house, how the
building application is formulated, and how the whole building application pro-
cess proceeds.
Sometimes the citizens contact the case handlers directly, especially if they are
a part of an ongoing building application. In this case the applicant may have
received some kind of document containing contact information such as email
address or telephone number from the case handler. In most cases, the citizens
contact Bytorget, either by telephone, mail, or by attending at the service desk
en persona.
Expertise evidence
As a bureaucratic authority, the main information element and the obvious source
containing expertise evidence are the documents produced by the case handlers.
The unit mainly produce statutes as a response to building applications. In ad-
dition there often is a lot of in- and out correspondence between the applicant
and the case handler. For instance, if the application is missing some important
documentation, the case handler sends a letter describing what kind of documen-
tation that is missing. If the treatment of the building application results in a
refusal, the applicant may issue a complaint. In that case the legal department
gets involved and one of the oﬃces’ lawyers decides whether the complaint con-
tains some documentation that may alter the case handlers’ decision. If not, the
complaint is forwarded to the County administration. The County administra-
tions’ decision is ﬁnal, so if this instance upholds the case handlers and lawyers
decision, the refusal is ﬁnal. If the County administrations’ decision is contrary
to the decision of the case handler and the lawyer, the building process may start.
During this complaint-process a lot of correspondence may occur, mainly between
the responsible lawyer and the applicant. When the building process is ﬁnished
and the house is ready to move into, the applicant need to receive a certiﬁcate of
completion from the case handler before he can move into the house.
Although some of the tasks performed in this unit require tacit knowledge, a lot of
the knowledge is externalized into rules, procedures and documents. It therefore
seems natural to investigate the document repositories as a source for expertise
evidence. Nevertheless, many of the decisions a case handler has to make often
require experience. For instance, large building projects are often distributed
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to the more experienced case handlers, whereas small, simpler projects such as
applications regarding sheds or garages are often distributed to case handlers with
less experience.
All statutes and all correspondence taken place at the Building permits oﬃce is
archived in K2000.
5.4.2 Urban zoning oﬃce
The Urban zoning oﬃce employs 51 persons divided into areas such as administra-
tion, case handlers and lawyers. This units main responsibilities covers planning
and development of the city’s physical environment through overall strategies
aimed at Urban Development, area- and transport planning and formulating reg-
ulating plans at diﬀerent levels according to the planning- and building law.
The case handlers are as in the Building permits oﬃce mostly engineers and ar-
chitects, but there are also some social scientists among the case handlers (ﬁgure
5.3). As with the Building permits oﬃce, the knowledge application involves a
mixture of explicit knowledge found in laws, rules and procedures on one hand,
and the more inexplicable, tacit knowledge on the other hand. There are guide-
lines to be followed stated in the planning and building law and there are also
spesiﬁc procedures to follow when performing case handling on incoming propos-
als to new- or revided area plans. But the hierachi among the experienced and
not so experienced case handlers is quite evident, something that is disclosed in
the employees’ title (Architect, architect II and chief architect). This hierarchi
denotes the experience and education of the case handlers and also the magnitude
of the cases the case handlers are treating.
Figure 5.3: Urban zoning oﬃce
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Inquiries and communication
As with the Building permits oﬃce, the City reception handles much of the
external inquiries - involving both incoming calls and manual attendance. Typical
inquiries to the Urban zoning oﬃce concerns questions about the case handler
responsible for e.g. area plans or ground separations, how the process involved
in such cases proceeds and questions and complaints related to the regulating of
traﬃc and accident prevention (traﬃc signs, speed bumps etc.).
The Urban zoning oﬃce collaborates with the Building permits oﬃce and set
the premises on how houses and other building structures are both planned and
built by forming regulation plans. Additionally, the Urban zoning oﬃce often
collaborates with the City technique unit in designing and developing city areas
which are currently un-developed and on traﬃc planning.
Expertise evidence
This unit publishes documents such as area plans (regulation plans and the supe-
rior city plans), statutes related to ground separations, statutes related to traﬃc
issues. Most documents follow the “municipal template structure” and contain all
elements necessary to ﬁnd an employee-to-document mapping such as the name
of the case handler, a reference to the geographical location the actual action
is taking place in, and a description of the documents’ content. As the Urban
zoning unit often treats cases (e.g. regulation plans) concerning larger city areas,
some documents contain references to place names rather than addresses. This
might aﬀect the expertise retrieval results when a query includes an address. All
documents published by this unit are archived in K2000.
5.4.3 Map- and surveying oﬃce
This units’ main responsibilities concerns geo-referenced information. The Map-
and surveying oﬃce is responsible for reference marks showing coordinate infor-
mation, base maps, staking out grounds and property information such as street
addressing and the administration of land- and holding number1. In addition to
these services the unit is responsible for the maintenance and administration of
the geo-referenced information in Trondheim, and the maintenance of the geo-
referenced information systems in the municipality.
The Map- and surveying oﬃce consists of 39 employees organized into the areas
map services, surveying assignments, counselling of limit adjustment, and coun-
selling of property information. As ﬁgure 5.4 shows, a large percentage of the
1The land- and holding number is a unique combination of digits for each lot in the country
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employees are engineers. The job descriptions in this unit are somewhat diﬀuse
as there is a separation between engineers and case handlers although the en-
gineers often perform case handler assignments and thus produce statutes and
other kind of documentation archived in K2000.
Figure 5.4: Map- and surveying oﬃce
Inquiries and communication
The Map- and surveying oﬃce has a tight collaboration both with the Building
permits oﬃce and the Urban zoning oﬃce. In the case of new building projects
this unit is often engaged in plotting lots, determining building heights, and when
applications on ground separations are to be treated, the Map- and surveying
oﬃce together with the Urban zoning oﬃce is involved. City planning ensures
that the regulations in the Planning- and Building law are protected, whereas the
Map- and surveying oﬃce ensures that the regulations in the Act on Partition
law are being attended to.
Typical inquiries to the Map- and surveying oﬃce involves questions concerning
applications related to sectioning of property, requests for base- and property
maps, basis for property taxes etc. Some of these inquiries are handled by the
personnel at Bytorget, and some are forwarded to the correct employee at the
Map- and surveying oﬃce.
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Expertise evidence
Publications produced at this unit involve statutes related to sectioning, prop-
erty taxation and ground adjustments (both separation and joining of grounds).
As a division of this unit work with geo-reference information, including both
manual and electronic maps, some documentation is not suitable for employee-
to-document mapping. Most documents produced by the Map- and surveying
oﬃce are archived in K2000.
5.4.4 Department of Infrastructure, Environment and Prop-
erty Management
This unit consist of 63 employees divided into seven diﬀerent subject groups.
These groups are: Waste, Water and drainage, Geo technique, Road, Habitation
and industry, a Legislative section and Green areas. Almost ﬁfty percent of the
employees at this unit are engineers (ﬁgure 5.5). In addition to the management
there is only one person performing administrative duties, some employees dealing
with geotechnical testing and the rest of the unit consist of people performing
case handling.
Figure 5.5: Department of Infrastructure, Environment and Property Manage-
ment
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The main responsibilities for this unit can be divided into three areas:
• Task related to development and investment: This area administrates
a large investment project governing 300 MNOK. This project suggests
what kind of services and development that should be focus areas in a
budget year. A draft of this investment project is sent to the city council
which eventually may decide that there will be built roads for 20 MNOK
and that 10 MNOK will be earmarked for park maintenance etc. In the next
stage the City technique unit invites tenders from contactors and such, and
decides who will perform the actual work. In short, this area of the City
technique unit governs and suggests how the city’s funds should be invested.
• Maintenance and administration of municipal services: This area
covers the infrastructure services such as water and drainage, city lights,
and a responsibility for administering collective services such as parking and
public transportation (bus). To maintain these services the City technique
unit lays the framework for the diﬀerent kinds of services, but other munic-
ipal or private units perform the actual work on behalf of City technique.
Examples illustrating this are Team Traﬁkk who runs the city’s bus service
and City maintenance who perform the needed maintenance on roads.
• Law management and regulations: This area deals with the juridical
aspects related to the area plans decided by the Urban zoning oﬃce, and
management of municipal grounds. Some of the more detailed tasks of this
area are acquisition of ground - both in terms of expropriation and purchase,
contracts related to new building projects, administration of the municipal
grounds, and legal matters concerning roads, water and drainage.
Inquiries and communication
Typical external inquiries to this unit are related to ground acquisitions and sale
of municipal property, maintenance of public roads (pedestrian crossings etc.)
and leased property (in term of years or for special occasions such as the city’s
market taking place once a year).
Expertise evidence
Even though this unit consist mainly of case handlers, a lot of the documents
produced are drawings made by engineers and letters related to tenders. This
kind of documentation - especially drawings produced in CAD format - is diﬃcult
to process in a search system. Other kinds of documents this unit produces
are related to ground acquisition and sale, and documents related to investment
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projects. These usually contain a case handler name and should be a source for
expertise evidence. For the most part the documents are archived in K2000.
5.4.5 Environment Oﬃce
The Environment Oﬃce consists of thirty-two employees divided into four subject
groups. These groups are Environmental health, Environmental development,
Nature management and outdoor life, and Agricultural management. Some of
the units’ main responsibilities are to provide a good childhood environment in
schools and kinder gardens, contribute to environmental handling of contami-
nated ground, supervision of drinking water and being an advisory unit in ﬁelds
such as radiation, noise, accident prevention, climate and energy.
The Environment Oﬃce consist of employees with very various backgrounds (see
5.6). Engineers, consultants (agronomists, forest technicians and other profes-
sions), medical personnel, nature managers and architects are some of the profes-
sions performing case handler assignments in this unit. The Environment Oﬃce
also follow laws, rules and procedures in mostly the same manner as the other
units, but since the Environment Oﬃce is more of a advisory unit, this may in-
volve more tacit knowledge utilization than what the other case handling units
are using.
Figure 5.6: Environment Oﬃce
Inquiries and communication
The Environment Oﬃce perform a lot of internal tasks. They often perform ad-
visory tasks on request from other municipal units. For instance, the Department
of Infrastructure, Environment and Property Management unit provide economic
funds to ﬁnance environmental reports written by the Environment Oﬃce.
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Expertise evidence
The documents published from this unit are statutes related to environmental
issues, environment reports from the diﬀerent subject groups, emergency plans
at schools, legionella emergency plans and a lot of internal documents such as
medical environment reports. The majority of the documents produced at this
unit are archived in K2000, but some information is also archived in the units’
own quality system.
5.4.6 Trondheim Real Estate
This unit is the largest unit in the municipality of Trondheim. It employs ap-
proximately 600 people divided into ﬁve areas:
• Project and estate development: This division is responsible for project
management concerning investments in municipal buildings, new construc-
tion and rehabilitation on old buildings, development, purchase and sale of
municipal buildings.
• Management - Operation - Maintenance (FDV) on schools and
kinder gardens: This division is responsible for the management, opera-
tion and maintenance on the municipal schools and kinder gardens. This
involves the maintenance of 320 000 square meters of school property and
36 000 square meters of kinder garden property.
• Management - Operation - Maintenance on nursing homes, culture-
and administration buildings: There is a total of 217 000 square meters
of nursing homes, culture- and administrations property that needs day-to-
day management, operation and maintenance. This is the responsibility of
this division.
• Management - Operation - Maintenance on houses: Trondheim Real
Estate rents out 177 000 square meters of houses and apartments to citi-
zens of Trondheim. These buildings require major or minor maintenance
operations to uphold acceptable standards.
• Environment services: This division is responsible for the cleaning ser-
vices in municipal buildings where municipal employees are located. It
has been chosen to exclude all employees belonging to the environmental
services division. Environmental services perform cleaning of municipal
buildings and produce little or no documentation relevant for this study.
As ﬁgure 5.7 illustrates a major part of the work force consists of mainte-
nance personnel. There are also a lot of craftsmen employed in this unit.
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Figure 5.7: Trondheim Real Estate
Inquiries and communication
Inquiries to this unit are usually sent by post, e-mail or telephone. The unit has its
own reception that handles telephones and mail. Typical inquiries related to this
unit are people reporting maintenance needs, problems regarding environmental
issues in public schools and kinder gardens, and both complaints and oﬀers related
to building projects administered by this unit.
Expertise evidence
This unit do not produce a lot of statutes like the other units. The documentation
being produced at this unit is rental contracts, documentation related to building
activities, and documentation related to the management and maintenance of the
municipal buildings. However, these documents also usually contain the same
information as the other units’ documents, namely the name of the case handler,
either an address or a place name, and a description of the documents’ content.
As the other units, Trondheim Real Estate use K2000 as its main document
repository.
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Chapter 6
Prototype design
This chapter presents the main principles and choices behind the thesis’ proto-
type. The ﬁndings from the case study showed that a lot of the work carried
out in the Urban development area involved the production of formal documents.
These documents are found in the document storage related to the case handling
system, K2000, and contained a quite evident mapping between the documents’
content (described action, geographical location and document type) and the
case handler who has published the document. Another ﬁnding from the case
study was that much of the knowledge is externalized, meaning that the tacit
knowledge possessed by the case handlers is translated into object based explicit
knowledge materialized by the documents they produce. These ﬁndings suggests
an approach based on the creation of expert proﬁles based on electronic evidence,
where the electronic evidence is a) the name occurences of the case handler found
in the documents and b) the documents’ content.
A framework adapted from [33] is being used to describe this thesis’ principles.
This framework involves four stages:
1. Expertise extraction (The sources containing expertise evidence)
2. Expertise modelling (How expertise is deﬁned, i.e. what separates experts
from non-experts)
3. Expertise matching (How the relevant expertise is compared and ranked)
4. Expertise presentation (How the relevant experts are presented to the ex-
pertise seeker)
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6.1 Prototype architecture
The above framework together with the resources found in the case study suggests
this system architecture (ﬁgure 6.1). The architecture is explained from chapter
6.2 and on. An UML class diagram illustrating the relations between the modules
in this architecture can be seen in appendix B.
Parsing
module
Indexing
module
Employee Record
Database
Expertise
modelling
module
Presentation
module
K2000 document
storage
Expertise seeker
Expertise extraction
Expertise modelling
Expertise presentation
Expertise
matching
module
Expertise matching
Figure 6.1: Prototype architecture
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6.2 Expertise extraction
This part of the framework is responsible for providing the system with the sources
for expertise evidence. The ﬁndings from the case study showed that one of the
main tasks and responsibilities of the units is to handle incoming requests, appli-
cations and complaints. In response to these inquiries, the unit’s case handlers
process the inquiries and formulate statutes and other kinds of outgoing cor-
respondence. Thus, a central source of expertise evidence is found in the case
handler systems’ (k2000) document storage, and this storage should be a main
ingredient of the prototype.
To ﬁnd experts we need employees. The employee database contain personnel
information that may be coupled with experience, and by deﬁnition, it may be a
source of expertise. Especially interesting is the ﬁeld that speciﬁes how long an
employee has been in the current position. Another possibly interesting ﬁeld is
the employees’ actual position. It matters - as a validation criterion - whether the
person who is the owner of a document has the position secretary or for instance
civil engineer, because secretaries do not perform case handler assignments but a
civil engineer might.
6.2.1 K2000 document storage
All seven units involved in this study heavily use K2000 as their main repository
of documents. K2000 is an information system/case handling system developed
by IBM used by most municipalities in Norway. The K2000 structure is made up
by cases at the superior level and every case contains one or more journals. Each
journal consists of one or more documents (ﬁgure 6.2).
Cases
Journals Journals Journals
Document ......... Document Document Document Document Document
Figure 6.2: The K2000 structure
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The documents include statutes, outgoing correspondence from counsellors to
external parties (applicants or other relevant parties), incoming and internal cor-
respondance and diﬀerent kinds of drawings and images. For the prototype,
the statutes and other outgoing correspondence are most relevant because these
are the documents containing the most evident mapping between the document
theme and case handler. The documents archived in K2000 use more or less the
same structure decided by document templates.
A part of a typical document archived in K2000 is presented in ﬁgure 6.3. This
particular document is a statute, but all outgoing correspondence is quite similar
to this with regards to title ﬁelds, address ﬁelds and case handler name position.
2
1
3 4
Figure 6.3: Example K2000 document
There are a number of interesting areas in this document; it states what kind of
document this is (1), it says who is the case planner (2), it shows the address the
document concerns (3) and it shows what kind of action the document describes
(4). In addition to this information, the statutes usually also contain a further
description of the action applied for, the case handlers judgement of the action
and a more thorough explanation of the statutes’ outcome.
All this above mentioned document information should be preserved and made
searchable in the prototype (not seen as stop words) as they all are relevant
in a typical search situation. As described in chapter II, typical inquiries from
the public often involves a geographical reference, a type of action, and a case
handlers’ name (e.g. who is the case handler working on the building application
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on the new house in By˚asveien 60).
The productivity (i.e. how many documents produced) of the case handler on
a certain subject denotes what kind of experience the case handler has on this
subject. A case handler who has published a statute or another outgoing docu-
ment in a certain case is in most cases the case handler responsible for this actual
case, and has a certain amount of expertise on this subject. This is an important
aspect of this work. In addition, a case handler who is referenced in more docu-
ments on a subject than the other case handlers is the one who implicitly is the
employee with highest expertise.
6.2.2 The employee database
The database table containing the employee records has the following ﬁelds
(table 6.1):
Database ﬁeld name Explanation
name The employees name
employmentDate The date the employee started in this position
email The employees e-mail address
telephone The employees telephone number
unit The unit the employee belong to
position What position the employee has
Table 6.1: The employee database
Besides providing contact information, these employee records contain informa-
tion that makes it possible to discriminate expertise by experience. The ’employ-
ment date’ states how long the employee has been employed in this exact position
and the ’position’ ﬁeld could make it possible to perform some validation of this
employees’ expertise. If the employees’ position has the value ’secretary’ it is
likely that this particular employee has less expertise on the subject ’regulating
plans on By˚asen’ than employees with the position ’Civil architects’.
In this case this means a representation of the documents found in the K2000
document storage. These documents residing in K2000 are MS Word documents,
and a parsing solution is necessary to translate them into plain text as required
by the search engine. The parsed documents are then pre-processed to optimize
the indexing and searching stage. This pre-processing is carried out by removing
the most frequent stop words in the collection. After this the parsed and pre-
processed documents are indexed to allow eﬃcient searching by the prototypes’
search engine. See ﬁgure 6.4.
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Collect documents
from document storage
Parse documents
Pre-process the
parsed documents
(remove stopwords)
Index the pre-processed
documents
Figure 6.4: Expertise extraction
6.3 Expertise modelling
The expertise modelling is concerned with how the expertise evidence found in the
previous stage is used to separate the experts from the non-experts. In essence,
this means to provide a solution that deﬁnes expertise. In our case this can be
achieved by two diﬀerent approaches; 1) either by utilizing the actual employee-
to-document mapping (name occurrences) found in the K2000 document storage
and stating that the more documents the employee is mentioned in, the more
of an expert is he. Or, 2) by using the number of years the employee has been
employed in his current position as an indication of experience and expertise. One
presumption with the latter alternative is that the employee has some aﬃliation
with the query, hence he must be mentioned at least in one of the relevant
documents, meaning that a document d in the document storage is associated
with a expert candidate ec, if there is a non-zero association a(d,ec) > 0.
The name occurrences are found by utilizing a search engine which in the ﬁrst
stage searches through the entire collection and extracts the relevant documents,
caches the relevant documents and then indexes these documents into a new
index.
In the second stage, the prototype system searches for name occurrences in this
index by performing a new search where all employees in the employee database
acts as queries. The result of this search is a data structure consisting of a)
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employee names and b) a number of occurrences. See ﬁgure 6.5
Receive query from
expertise seeker
Parse query as a
keyword query
Find relevant documents
matching the query
Cache the relevant
documents
Index the cached
documents
Search in the cache index using
all employees as query
Summarize occurences
and create data structure with
name-to-document mapping
as descriminator
Filter the search by using
only a given units employees
as query
Summarize occurences
and create data structure with
employment time as descriminator
[Either][Either]
[Either] [Either]
Figure 6.5: Expertise modelling
The second alternative, using the number of years the employee has been in his
current position, starts similar as the name occurrences alternative. The search
engine searches through the entire collection and extracts relevant documents
given the expertise query issued by the expertise seeker, caches the relevant doc-
uments, and indexes these. Also, as in the ﬁrst alternative, the system searches
for name occurrences, as we need to establish that the nominated experts have
some aﬃliation with the relevant documents. If they do, the employment time is
the determinant that decides the ranking of the experts. The same data struc-
tures are used in this alternative, but the number of occurrences used in the ﬁrst
alternative is replaced with the number of years the employee has been employed
in the current position.
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6.4 Expertise matching
This stage deals with how to compare the nominated experts to each other,
and how to determine the ranking in the list of experts that is presented to the
expertise seeker.
In the query stage, the expertise seeker should be given an opportunity to ﬁlter
the experts based on some proximity measure. In chapter three we saw that the
Expertise Recommender [27] gave the expertise seeker an opportunity to limit
his search within his social network. As this prototype is not based on social
network structures, we won’t use the same mechanism, but we can ﬁlter the
resulting experts based on what unit they are employed in without any further
analysis of the social structures. In this way the employee seeker may receive a
ranked list of experts who he might be familiar with within his own unit.
The number of times an employee has been mentioned in the relevant documents
or the number of years the employee has been employed decides his rank in the
ﬁnal list presented to the expertise seeker.
Create ranked list of experts
Sort experts based on
the number of years they
have been employed
Sort experts based on
the number of documents they
are mentioned in
[Either] [Either]
Figure 6.6: Expertise matching
6.5 Expertise presentation
The expertise presentation stage concerns how the resulting list of experts is
presented to the expertise seeker. This list should satisfy two criterions. Firstly,
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the returned list of experts should provide information on how the expert can be
reached. This means providing contact information such as the experts’ name, e-
mail address, telephone number, and where the expert is located both physically
(e.g. oﬃce or ﬂoor) and logically (in the organizational structure). Secondly,
the expertise seeker should be given information that gives him an opportunity
to validate the experts. This validation may be realized by letting the expertise
seeker view some of the expertise evidence used by the system to deﬁne the
experts. In our case this means that the system should not just present the
experts in descending order with contact information, but also present the number
of mentions the expert has in the relevant documents, the position of the expert
(see chapter 7.1), and a link to the documents mentioning the expert. See ﬁgure
6.7.
Get experts' contact information
from employee database
Find all documents
mentioning the experts
Present complete list of experts
to the expertise seeker
Figure 6.7: Expertise presentation
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Chapter 7
Prototype development
This chapter describes the actual implementation of the Expertise ﬁnder proto-
type. The framework presented in the previous chapter is in this chapter used to
describe the development of the prototype.
7.1 Expertise extraction
The expertise extraction concerns the sources where expertise may be revealed. In
this prototype the focus is on the document storages housing documents published
in K2000. Before the actual expertise extraction may take place, the documents
in the document storages have to be parsed into the required format that the
search engine uses, they have to be pre-processed, meaning that stop words have
to be removed, and they have to be indexed. The search engine is an adaptation
of the open source search engine Lucene.
7.1.1 The K2000 document storage
A total of approximately 2200 statutes and other outgoing letters from 2005
and 2006 constitute the test case from K2000. The documents are evenly divided
among the six participating units as table 7.1 shows. This table shows the number
of documents extracted per unit and in parenthesis the total number of documents
published in each unit. As the table illustrates, the total number of documents
produced at the diﬀerent units varies substantially.
All documents extracted from K2000 are in Microsoft Word format. Word doc-
uments are not easily parsed as this format is proprietary. However, the POI
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Unit 2005 2006
Urban zoning oﬃce 200 (711) 200 (1500)
Dep. of infrastructure... 200 (2622) 200 (2595)
Trondheim Real estate 200 (2386) 200 (2474)
Building permits oﬃce 200 (3400) 200 (3221)
Map and surveying oﬃce 200 (906) 200 (959)
Environment oﬃce 106 (117) 107 (117)
Table 7.1: Document extraction from K2000
project1, an Apache Jakarta project has some open source solutions which make
it possible for others to manipulate - and in this case parse - documents using
Microsoft formats. This parsing is necessary because to be able to search through
these documents with Lucene, the initial Word documents have to be parsed into
plain text ﬁles.
7.1.2 The employee database
The database was delivered as an MS Excel report, and had to be converted
to a relational database. This was achieved by using MS Access as a mediator.
The report was ﬁrst converted into an MS Access database, then - with the
help of ODBC - it was converted into the ﬁnal MySql database. Certain small
changes had to be made with the database. As described in chapter four, the
Environment service division in the Trondheim Property Service unit consists
of mainly cleaners who do not produce any signiﬁcant documentation relevant
for this thesis. All persons employed at this division were removed from the
database. Also, there were some inconsistens between the names as they were
written in the documents and how they were written in the employee database,
thus some minor adjustments had to be made to harmonize the case handler
names in these two storages. For instance, in the database the names were written
’Surname Firstname (Middlename)’ and in the documents they were represented
as ’Firstname (Middlename) Surname’. Java String-methods were applied to take
care of this problem in the prototype code.
7.1.3 Removing stop words
To optimize both the indexing stage (make sure unwanted stop words are not
seen as index terms) and to get rid of noise during the searching, it is common
to remove stop words from the documents before they are indexed. After having
1See http://poi.apache.org/
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analyzed all the words in the involved documents, ﬁfty words were considered
stop words and removed from the documents before indexing. The stop words
removed were:
Figure 7.1: Stop words
As ﬁgure 7.1 illustrates, many of the stopwords are quite domain speciﬁc, and
in another setting this list of stop words might appear totally diﬀerent. An
important consideration during the stop word selection was to make sure none
of the stop words could be relevant in a expertise search situation (see chapter
6.2.1).
7.1.4 Indexing the collection
An inverted index is the result of the indexing stage. This means that the index
list, for a term, the documents that contain it. Lucene [26] organizes its indexes
into multiple sub-indexes, called segments, and these sub-indexes are stored on
disk. Each segment contains the following parts:
• Fields: This is the structure stating what information unit is indexed. For
instance, the title of the document may be indexed as a title-ﬁeld, or more
common, the content of the document may be indexed as a content-ﬁeld.
• Term dictionary: This is a dictionary containing all terms used in the
indexed ﬁelds of all the documents that are indexed. The dictionary also
stores the number of documents which contain the term and pointers to the
terms’ frequency and proximity data.
• Term frequency data: For each term stored in the dictionary, the num-
bers of all the documents that contain that term, and the frequency of the
term in that document.
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• Term proximity data: For each term in the dictionary, the position of
the term in the document is stored.
• Normalization factors: For each ﬁeld in each document, a value is stored
that is multiplied into the score for hits on that ﬁeld.
• Term vectors: For each ﬁeld in each document, the term vector may be
stored. A term vector consists of term text and term frequency.
• Deleted documents: An optional ﬁle indicating which documents that is
deleted from the index.
By using Lucene in the indexing stage, the initial document storage (after parsing)
is now reduced by 61 percent, and since Lucene use vector space model principles,
the results from a search may be ranked by relevance and not only by the notion
that a document is either relevant or not relevant.
7.2 Expertise modelling
As chapter 6 described, the modelling or deﬁnition of expertise is composed by
two alternative approaches. The ﬁrst one utilizes the name occurrences and the
second one uses the number of years the person has been employed at his current
position as an indicator of expertise.
This process starts in the same manner with both approaches. It begins with
the expertise seeker issuing a query verbalizing the expertise need. Initially, two
query formulations were implemented: a keyword query and a boolean query.
The Expertise ﬁnder prototype then ﬁnds all documents relevant to this query
and cache each of the relevant documents into another folder on disk. To prepare
the actual ﬁnding of employees in these documents, the cached documents are
indexed. Figure 7.2 shows the folder structure used to organize this process. The
’K2000 documents doc’ folder houses the initial MS Word documents collected
from K2000, the ’K2000 documents txt’ folder houses the parsed text documents,
the ’Index’ folder contains the index segments produced after indexing the parsed
text documents, the ’Precache’ folder houses the raw and unprocessed text doc-
uments that are found relevant in the search for relevant documents, the ’Cache’
folder contains the same documents, but now they are processed (tokenized and
lowercased, i.e. made search friendly), and the ’Cache index’ folder contains the
index segments from the last indexing process.
After the relevant documents found in the expert seekers search are indexed, a
new search, using all employees’ names in the employee database as queries, ﬁnds
all employees mentioned in the relevant documents to the initial expertise query
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Figure 7.2: Folder structure
issued by the expertise seeker. The code segment below shows the java code that
use employees from the employee database as queries.
//use all employees as query
for (int i = 0; i < employeeList.length; i++) {
Query queryObject = QueryParser.parse("\"" +
employeeList[i] + "\"",GlobalValues.contentFieldName,
new StandardAnalyzer());
Hits hits = is.search(queryObject);
numHits = hits.length();
//if this employee found in the relevant documents, add
//the employee and the number of documents he is mentioned
//into the treeMap
if (hits.length() > 0) {
counter[i] = hits.length();
tm.put(employeeList[i],occurrence = new Integer(counter[i]));
}
hits = is.search(queryObject);
}
7.3 Expertise matching
A data structure, a TreeMap (ﬁgure 7.3), contains each employee (only those who
are mentioned in the relevant documents) together with the number of times he is
mentioned in the relevant documents. As TreeMaps can’t be sorted by values, we
have to transform the keys and values in the TreeMap into a TreeSet (ﬁgure 7.4),
and then sort the employee-to-occurrences mappings by the number of document
mentions.
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Keys Values
Employee C 24
TreeMap
Keys Values
Employee B 5
Keys Values
Employee A 12
Figure 7.3: TreeMap
Keys Values
Employee B 5
TreeSet
Keys Values
Employee A 12
Keys Values
Employee C 24
Figure 7.4: TreeSet
The other parameter that may signalize expertise is how much work experience
the employee has. The number of years the employee has been employed in his
current position reﬂects the work experience the employee has. Expertise and
experience are closely related as chapter two describes. A case handler who has
been working with the same issues for twenty years will according to theory (and
common sense) often possess more knowledge than a case handler employed for
one year. It is of course questionable whether this experience is linear, meaning
that the expertise level increases linear with time as the employee has achieved a
certain level of competence. Anyway, this parameter deserves testing. The em-
ployee database has a ﬁeld indicating the number of years the employee has been
employed in his current position, and the same approach as in the employee-to-
occurrences with the TreeMap and TreeSet structures just swapping the number
of document mentions with number of years employed.
The ﬁlter option is based on the ﬁeld in the employee database that speciﬁes
the logical belonging to the employee. The alternative to the ﬁlter option is an
expertise-search searching through all employees at the Urban development area
(The six participating units). A ﬁlter that lets the expertise seeker ﬁlter by unit
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is easily implemented by using a SQL-query. The employee database has a ﬁeld
specifying the unit number connected to each unit (table 7.2).
Unit Unit number
Building permits oﬃce 523000
Urban zoning oﬃce 522000
Environment oﬃce 510000
Trondheim real estate 500000
Map and surveying oﬃce 525000
Dep.of infrastructure... 529000
Table 7.2: Unit numbers
By issuing the following query, only the experts employed at this unit are re-
trieved:
SELECT ’name’ FROM ’personal’ where ’unit’ = 523000;
7.4 Expertise presentation
After having sorted the relevant experts, either by number of name occurrences
or by employment time, and optionally ﬁltered the experts based on the unit they
belong to, it’s time to present the results to the expertise seeker. Together with
the experts’ name, we also need to include some contact information such as the
telephone number, email address, what unit the expert belongs to, what position
he holds and how long he has been employed in his current position. In addition,
the expertise seeker should be given an opportunity to validate the experts by
reference to the publications the experts are mentioned in.
How the Expertise ﬁnder prototype presents experts is illustrated in ﬁgure 7.5.
The expertise seeker is presented with the issued query and the number of experts
found given this query (1). Further, the name of the expert together with how
many documents he is mentioned in is presented (2 and 3). The validation infor-
mation is given by a link to the documents the nominated expert is referenced in
(4), the position of the expert and how many years the expert has been employed
in this position (6). (5) shows how to access the expert and the experts’ logical
belonging.
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6
Figure 7.5: Returned experts from expertise search
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Chapter 8
Testing and evaluation
This chapter describes the testing of the prototype and performs an evaluation of
the results from the tests. The basis for the evaluation is sample queries proposed
by the unit managers from the six units participating in the case study. Together
with the sample queries, they have also proposed experts they have found relevant
as results to the sample queries. By the assumption that these managers are the
ones who know the units’ employees and their expertise areas- and levels best,
this approach contribute to that the evaluation is being handled in a valid and
reliable way.
Two alternative approaches will be tested in this chapter, both relevant to the
experts’ experience. As chapter two concluded, experience has a strong correla-
tion with expertise. Alternative one concerns the number of name occurrences an
expert has in documents that deal with the demanded expertise verbalized in the
query. Alternative two is based on how long the expert has been employed in his
current position. One premise is that in this alternative, the case handler need
to have published at least one document relevant to the expertise query. This
ensures that the case handler has at least some knowledge with the query given.
The evaluation measures being used are the same measures as those described in
chapter 4.5; precision and recall, but since there are a total of eighteen sample
queries, some single value summaries are needed to get an overall picture of the
evaluation. Two evaluation measures will be applied; the average interpolated
precision at recall for all queries and the mean R-precision.
8.1 Test data
The tests are run using the K2000 storage containing approximately 2.200 docu-
ments. The sample queries together with the proposed experts provided by the
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unit managers are shown in ﬁgure 8.1.
The unit managers have provided 18 sample queries relevant to their unit, and
also employees they consider as experts to each query.
Number Sample query Unit
1 Maintenance Rosenborg public school Trondheim Real Estate
2 New construction Nardo public school Trondheim Real Estate
3 Kindergarten development Trondheim Real Estate
4 Northern relief road Urban zoning office
5 Lian regulation plan Urban zoning office
6 Ground separation of parcel in Nardo road Urban zoning office
7 Town market Dep. Of infrastructure,...
8 Leasing of municipal ground Dep. Of infrastructure,...
9 Drinking water quality Dep. Of infrastructure,...
10 Signposting and advertising Building permits office
11 Change of use at Møllenberg Building permits office
12 Change of use on cottage at Lian Building permits office
13 Disposal Environment Officeunit
14 Wildlife in traffic Environment Officeunit
15 indoor climate in schools Environment Officeunit
16 Property sectioning with house,industry, and garage Map- and surveying office
17 Property taxation for sectioned and combined joint properties Map- and surveying office
18 Division and surveying of propery on Byåsen Map- and surveying office
and kindergartensSupervision of
Figure 8.1: Sample queries
8.2 Deciding the query formulation
To decide what query formulation method to use when evaluating the proto-
type, a pre-test was performed. The two query formulation methods tested was
a Boolean query and a keyword query. Both alternatives (Based on name occur-
rences and based on employment time) was tested with the two diﬀerent query
formulations as this aspect might aﬀect the ﬁnal evaluation results. The Boolean
query formulation will in this case use the boolean operator AND to ensure that
all query words reside in the relevant documents. The keyword query formula-
tion searches for all the words in the query formulation (except words recognized
as stop words). The keyword query, contrary to the boolean query, uses the
Term Frequency and Inverse Document Frequency in the Vector Space Model to
weight the individual terms in the query, and thereby judge the relevance of the
documents in non-binary way (See chapter 4.4.2). The pretest showed that the
keyword query formulation performed best1, and is thereby used in the evaluation.
1The keyword query formulation achieved a R-precision of 30 percent when evaluating all
queries in all the test sets, whereas the boolean query formulation scored 26 percent
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8.3 Evaluation based on name occurrences
The tests are run for both each separate unit (the unit where the unit manager
has proposed sample queries) and for the entire Urban Development area (the six
participating units). Each of these two tests are evaluated based on interpolated
precision at recall which provides the evaluation diagram and the R-precision
which provides an alternative single summary value.
As an example, a sample query is shown in ﬁgure 8.2. Here, the query tested
asks for experts having knowledge or competence about maintenance at Rosen-
borg public school. As the results in ﬁgure 8.2 show, two relevant experts have
been pre-deﬁned by this units’ manager (denoted nn1 and nn2 in the ﬁgure).
The ﬁgure also illustrate that both of these predeﬁned experts are found by the
prototype system, one at rank 1 and the second expert in rank 3. Since the set
R consists of two experts (R = 2), the R-precision of this query is 0.5 (or 50
percent).
R
Query #1
Ranking Hit
1 X
2
3 X
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
R-precision 0.5
{nn1, nn2}
Maintenance Rosenborg public school
Figure 8.2: Sample query
8.3.1 Filtered query
Figure 8.3 shows the interpolated precision at recall scores for this test. As
the ﬁgure illustrate, this query returned a precision of just below 60 percent at
recall levels 0 to 50 percent, about 40 percent at 60 percent recall, and around
35 percent precision at 70-100 percent recall. Another pattern revealed by this
ﬁgure, is the fact that precision decreases as recall increases. This results reﬂects
the relationship between precision and recall well (See chapter 4.5). The mean
R-precision across all queries in this test is 40 percent.
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Figure 8.3: Interpolated precision at recall - based on name occurrences in doc-
uments and ﬁltering by unit
8.3.2 Non-ﬁltered query
When querying using all employees in the Urban development area, the precision
at recall curve drops (Figure 8.4). The precision for this query is approximately
40 percent at recall levels 0-40 percent, 35 percent at recall level 50, 25 percent at
recall level 60, and then it drops to about 22 percent between recall levels 70-100
percent. This query achieves a mean R-precision score of 32 percent.
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Figure 8.4: Interpolated precision at recall - based on name occurrences in doc-
uments and searching for experts using the entire Urban development area
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8.4 Evaluation based on employment time
This section presents the evaluation results when employment time is used as an
indication of expertise.
8.4.1 Filtered query
The query based on employment time returns a precision at recall at approx-
imately 45 at 0-20 percent recall, 43 percent at 30 and 50 percent recall, 27
percent at 60-80 percent recall and 25 at 90 and 100 percent recall (Figure 8.5).
The mean R-precision score for this test is 26 percent.
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Figure 8.5: Interpolated precision at recall - based on name occurrences and
ﬁltering by unit
8.4.2 Non-ﬁltered query
When searching for experts in the entire Urban development area using employ-
ment time as evidence of expertise, the results show the lowest precision scores
of all tests (ﬁgure 8.6). This query resulted in a precision at recall of approxi-
mately 20 at 0-50 percent recall, 10 at 60 percent recall, and 8 percent precision
at 70-100 percent recall. The mean R-precision score reﬂects the low precision at
recall scores with an R-precision of 8 percent.
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Figure 8.6: Interpolated precision at recall based on employment time and search-
ing for experts using the entire Urban development area
8.5 Summarizing the evaluation results
Figure 8.7 shows a summary of the interpolated precision at recall results. We see
that the ﬁltered query where the expertise ﬁndings are based on name occurrences
provide the best score followed by the ﬁltered query where the experts found
by employment time. For how the interpolated precision at recall scores are
computed for all test sets, see appendix A.2.
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Name occurrences - filtered
Name occurrences - Non-filtered
Employment time - filtered
Employment time - non-filtered
Figure 8.7: Interpolated precision at recall - summary
Figure 8.8 shows a summary of the evaluation results using mean R-precision.
For R-precision scores from all tests, see appendix A.1.
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Figure 8.8: R-precision - summary
Curiously, the R-precision results diﬀers from the interpolated precision at re-
call scores. Here, similarly to the interpolated precision at recall evaluation, the
ﬁltered expertise query based on name occurrences achieve the best evaluation
score, but the second best R-precision score is the non-ﬁltered query where the
experts are ranked based on name occurrences, whereas in the interpolated pre-
cision at recall evaluation the ﬁltered query based on employment time achieves
the second highest evaluation score. Since R-precision takes the size of the set of
predeﬁned relevant experts into consideration, and the fact that these sets in our
case consists of rather few experts, this means that in the results from the name
occurrences test the relevant experts appear with high rankings.
8.6 Comparing the results to related research
To see how this thesis’ prototype (and the underlying principles) achieve, this
section will compare this thesis’ evaluation scores with the evaluation results
presented in related research.
8.6.1 Comparing Precision at recall scores
Campbell et al. [6] use email communication to ﬁnd expertise2. They analyzed
13.417 messages from 15 people in one organization and 15.928 messages from 9
people in another organization over a two year period. The top 30 experts on
various topics were manually identiﬁed. To evaluate the system they used two
2Described in chapter 3.2
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diﬀerent approaches. The ﬁrst approach was a content based approach focusing
on email content only. The other approach was a graph based approach that also
considered the social networks deduced from email communication patterns. The
best evaluation result came from the latter approach where the score for the ﬁrst
organization (OrgA) was 52 percent precision at 38 percent recall and the score
for the second organization (OrgB) was 67 percent at 33 percent recall.
Figure 8.9 shows the comparison between Campbell et al.’s system and this thesis’
prototype.
Campbell
et al –
Org A
Campbell
et al –
Org B
Based on
name occurrences –
Filtered query
Based on
name occurrences –
Non- filtered query
Based on
employment time –
Filtered query
Based on
employment time –
Non-filtered query
Recall
33 % 67 % 58,5 % 38,1 % 43,8 % 20,4 %
38 % 52 % 58,5 % 38,1 % 43,8 % 20,4 %
Figure 8.9: Comparison of precision at recall
As the table shows, the evaluation results from Campbell et al.’s orgA achieves
the highest precision at recall score followed by the prototypes’ test based on
name occurrences and the ﬁltered query. The rest of this thesis’ test procedures
achieve lower than both evaluation scores from Campbell et al.
8.6.2 Comparing R-precision scores
Expert Locator by D’Amore [9]3 use the action in diﬀerent activiy spaces to infer
expertise. The evaluation metric used to evaluate the Expert Locator prototype
is R-precision, and the mean R-precision across all test queries (32 in total) was
37 percent. Balog et al.’s [4] document-centric model4 use probabilistic methods
to deduce expertise from documents. The evaluation of this model resulted in an
R-precision of 23.3 percent. A comparison to this thesis’ evaluation is shown in
ﬁgure 8.10.
D’Amores’
Expert Locator
Balog et. al’s
second model
(document view)
Based on
name occurrences –
Filtered query
Based on
name occurrences –
Non- filtered query
Based on
employment time –
Filtered query
Based on
employment time –
Non-filtered query
37 % 23.3 % 40 % 32 % 26 % 8 %
Figure 8.10: Comparison of R-precision
As the above ﬁgure illustrates, according to the mean R-precision scores, the pro-
totype test based on name occurrences and using a ﬁltered query performs better
3Presented more thourougly in chapter 3.2
4see chapter 3.2
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than both D’Amores’ Expert Locator and Balog et al.’s model, with 40 percent
against 37 percent and 23.3 percent respectively. Expert Locator performs sec-
ond best, whereas both the test-sets based on name occurrences and non-ﬁltered
query and based on employment time and ﬁltered query performs better than
Balog et al.’s model.
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Chapter 9
Discussion
The research approach chosen for this thesis was a combination of a literature
review, a case study and a prototype experiment. The results from these three
approaches are discussed in the following.
9.1 Literature review
The literature review aimed at clarifying the concepts surrounding the notion
of expertise and Expertise ﬁnders. The literature review section is comprised
by three chapters: Expertise, State-of-the-art and Information Retrieval. These
chapters are discussed in the following.
9.1.1 Expertise
Most of the literature within the ﬁelds of expertise and expertise ﬁnding embraces
a mixture of psychology, sociology, organizational theory and technology. As most
articles discussing expertise ﬁnding focus on the technological aspects and less
on what they actually are developed to ﬁnd, expertise, I made an eﬀort to clarify
the concept of expertise, and to compare it to the related terms of knowledge
and competence. This was helpful both in the sense that it gave me a direction
to follow during the case study and also an angle as to decide what parameters
should be used to ﬁnd expertise during the prototype development. The term
“Expertise ﬁnders” seems to be a somewhat misleading name for this kind of
computer applications. Expertise, as deﬁned by psychological literature, does
not cover the range of qualities and qualiﬁcations an Expertise ﬁnder is meant
to provide. It is not necessarily the expertise, the top competence or the tacit
knowledge these applications stride to ﬁnd, but rather the person who might
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help the seeker right then and there, no matter if he is an expert or not according
to the literatures’ description of expertise. This person does not have to be
an expert, but he need to possess some important qualities; he must of course
possess the element the seeker demands and equally importantly, he must be
capable of transferring the necessary assistance to the seeker, whether it is a
solution to a problem or ﬁlling a function. An Expertise ﬁnder system suggesting
an expert who merely has the theoretical knowledge of a subject, but who is
unable to explicate or practice this knowledge, is worth little or nothing in such a
setting. Actually, research show that in some cases the expertise seeker is better
oﬀ by having someone with intermediate knowledge or skills provide the necessary
assistance because the communication between someone ﬁtting the deﬁnition as
an expert and a novice is diﬃcult to accomplish. First of all it’s diﬃcult for the
expert to decide the knowledge level of the recipient, something which makes it
diﬃcult to decide what granularity level the expertise sharing should take place
in. And, the way the expert abstracts his knowledge makes it diﬃcult to explain
it to someone who needs a detailed presentation of this knowledge.
The literature review also shows that expertise and experience are two highly
correlated concepts. This does not mean that these two concepts are equivalent,
but the probability of ﬁnding expertise is higher when you encounter an experi-
enced employee than a novice. To become an expert you need a certain amount
of experience. This is one of the few features related to expertise that actually
might be operationalized and measured. Experience can be found by quantiﬁable
measures, such as the number authorships in documents or the number of men-
tions in documents about a subject, the number of posts in a discussion forum
that concerns a certain subject, the number of emails on a given subject, or by
experience based on time of service. This kind of evidence is by [36] called im-
plicit expertise evidence. The explicit expertise evidence consists of self-assessed
expertise areas- and levels. I will expand this categorization to include expertise
evidence that falls between these two categories, and include information that
directly indicates competence and knowledge, but that is not self-assessed or self
evaluated. This kind of evidence might be found in curriculum vitas, certiﬁcates,
competency management reports etc.
9.1.2 Expertise ﬁnders
The state-of-the-art in chapter three describes how most Expertise ﬁnders ﬁt one
of three diﬀerent categories; the database approach, the social network approach
or the approach where expertise proﬁles are made from electronic evidence. The
database approach has some severe limitations in that the employees themselves
assess their expertise areas and levels. Some of the problems with this approach
are that it is diﬃcult to evaluate ones own and others expertise areas- and lev-
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els, people might easily overestimate or underestimate their expertise and this
self-assessment is a time- and resource consuming eﬀort that eﬀect both the in-
dividuals themselves and the organization as a whole. Systems using the social
network approach have produced some ok results, but some of the approaches
used may not be applicable based on privacy protection issues (e.g. email anal-
ysis). The approach based on electronic evidence is least time consuming to
maintain, but requires suitable human-to-expertise evidence mappings.
The choice of what approach that will ﬁt the organizations’ expertise ﬁnding ca-
pabilities should depend on the business strategy and from this the knowledge
management strategy the organization follows. In an organization utilizing mostly
the tacit knowledge embodied within the employees, a personalization strategy
is often followed, and the database approach will be best put to use. The social
network approach and the approach using electronic evidence to create expert
proﬁles won’t be eﬀective in this scenario as there are few or none sources to
locate the evidence needed. In organizations focusing on explicit object-based
knowledge, the two latter approaches will probably be most suitable (due to the
many limitations with the database approach). In this case the documented ex-
plicit knowledge will reveal expertise evidence to feed the Expertise ﬁnder, either
by unveiling social network structures or by unveiling other electronic evidence
that map the so-called expertise to humans.
In the two latter approaches, the experts have to be found automatically by map-
ping expertise evidence to the correct persons; hence some information retrieval
approach needs to facilitate this mapping.
9.1.3 Information Retrieval
Information Retrievals’ main postulate is to reduce the information overﬂow. This
means focusing on the relevant information and cleansing out the non-relevant
information. In an Expertise ﬁnder setting this means ﬁnding the relevant ex-
perts and cleansing out the non-relevant ones. Information Retrieval does this
by applying techniques such as pre-processing texts with stop word removal and
stemming, indexing structures such as inverted ﬁles and by using suitable Infor-
mation Retrieval models such as the Vector Space model, the Boolean Model, the
Probabilistic Model or some inferior variant of these. When developing a proto-
type in this thesis, it was important to be able to relevance-judge the documents
mentioning words found in the expertise query, hence the Vector Space Model
with its tﬁdf measuring scheme is a central part of the system.
The evaluation of information retrieval systems is important to assess the relia-
bility of the systems, and should provide measures that reﬂect how the system is
able to retrieve the relevant documents and discard the non-relevant documents.
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Common evaluation measures for single-query evaluations are recall and preci-
sion, where recall denotes the fraction of the relevant experts which has been
retrieved and precision denotes the fraction of the retrieved experts which are
relevant. For evaluating several queries however, it is common to average the
precision at a certain amount of recall levels (usually eleven) or use R-precision,
which takes into account the number of experts in the set of predeﬁned relevant
experts assessed by the evaluators. A good Expertise ﬁnding system should focus
on suggesting the real experts as high on the resulting ranking list as possible,
thus precision is often prioritized over recall. R-precision takes into account the
set of relevant experts when evaluating the system, hence to achieve a high R-
precision score, the relevant experts need to be ranked highly by the Expertise
ﬁnder relatively to the set of predeﬁned experts. Some literature use precision
at certain cutoﬀ values (e.g. [29]) where one decides the maximum rank to be
considered when computing the precision score, for instance only the 5 or 10 top
positions. It is believed that R-precision gives a more reliable answer given the
fact that unit managers have proposed a set of experts who should be nominated
as experts in our system, and assuming they know their personnel well enough to
judge this correctly. Besides, R-precision is regarded as a good overall measure
of retrieval performance [2].
9.2 Case study
The main ﬁndings from the study show that there is a lot of information avail-
able for expertise ﬁnding. The knowledge created and used at the Urban de-
velopment area consist mainly of explicit, object-based knowledge. Laws and
regulations, rules and procedures guide much of the case handling that is being
performed, and as the case handlers use this knowledge to perform case handling,
new explicit knowledge is created in the decisions they make. This new knowl-
edge is materialized into statutes and other formal documents stored in the case
handling-/information system K2000s’ document storage. During the study, it
soon became apparent that the expertise evidence is located in two main sources;
the documents archived in the document storage related to K2000 and the per-
sonal information found in the employee records, and that the approach involving
expertise proﬁles based on electronic evidence was suitable to locate and map the
expertise found in this corporate data.
Most of the relevant expertise evidence involves the case handler. It is the case
handler who mainly produce the documents residing in K2000 and it is mainly
the case handler who is the wanted expertise when people make inquiries. Some
information may be found in the intranet and internet, but the employee-to-
document mapping may be less consistent in these sources.
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Expertise-related inquiries come from both external and internal instances, and
these two diﬀerent inquiries often involved diﬀerent elements of expertise. The
internal inquiries were often focused on knowledge issues, e.g. who possess the
knowledge about a given subject to answer a question. Whereas the internal
needs was focused on the competence issues, e.g. the need to ﬁnd someone who
possess the skills to ﬁll a function. The citizens issue applications, complaints and
other kinds of inquiries which again are followed up by new inquiries, whereas the
diﬀerent units at Urban Development often work together in projects to utilize
the diﬀerent kinds of knowledge existing in each unit. All these aspects require
the knowledge of whom to direct the inquiries to. Today, much of the external
inquires are handled at the City reception, which acts as a funnel for inquiries.
There are a lot of inquiries to re-distribute around the Urban Development area,
and when we take into account that there are 1100 people working in this area
(Approximately 830 in the six units involved in the case study), and that there at
times are novices and temps working at this desk, we understand that there is a
need for a solution that may help ﬁnd the right employee (expert). To illustrate
this with an example, I talked to an employee at the unit responsible for employee
information in the municipality. She complained that she every once in a while
received misplaced calls from City reception. At the day of the meeting she told
me she once received a call from a drug addict begging for a methadone reﬁll.
The internal ﬁnding of expertise is handled diﬀerently. When I interviewed the
unit managers, most of them said that when projects were manned, they used
their social relations to ﬁnd the right project composition. In this case we were
talking about projects within this actual unit. Ok, but what if you were to put
together a multidisciplinary project team from, say 5 diﬀerent units? How would
you go about to gather the right people from four other units you hardly know?
Yimam-Seid and Kobsa [36] emphasize the importance of internal expertise seek-
ing, and especially in cases of large organizations, geographically distributed orga-
nizations and organizations with a heterogeneous composition of employees (e.g.
strict division borders, diﬀerent knowledge backgrounds, diﬀerent histories due to
company mergers). With 1100 employees and often very various responsibilities
amongst the diﬀerent units, the Urban development area ﬁts this description well.
Another problem with ﬁnding expertise through social relations is the validation
problem. How can you be sure (in a reasonable amount of time) that the people
recommended by these social relations possess the expertise needed?
Another important ﬁnding from this study is that there is a diﬀerence among
the units when it comes to case handling. Some units, for instance the Build-
ing permits oﬃce, perform a ”mass handling” of applications. Every year several
thousand applications are received which all need case handling. The Environ-
ment Oﬃce on the other hand performs case handling in a totally diﬀerent way.
This unit performs mostly advisory tasks. The consequence of this is at least
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two-fold. One is that the Building permits oﬃce often receives applications in-
volving the same actions (analysis carried out at the Housing oﬃce indicates that
there is a need for over a thousand new residences each year) and thus require
several case handlers with the same competence. The Environment Oﬃce on
the other hand, receives few applications or inquiries, and has more specialized
case handlers. Secondly, the use of explicit vs. tacit knowledge will probably be
aﬀected by whether the unit mass-handles applications or if it performs advisory
tasks. When treating a building application, the case handler acts on behalf of
the planning- and building law, the technical regulations stated by the National
Oﬃce of Building Technology and Administration, and previous cases concerning
the same actions and the use of explicit knowledge. Whereas the advisory tasks
produced by the environment unit requires more ”plowing of new ground” and
the use of tacit knowledge. This is also reﬂected in the productivity of writ-
ten documentation in each unit. While the Building permits oﬃce produce over
3000 statutes each year, the Environment oﬃce merely produce 100 oﬃcial K2000
documents, hence probably making it more diﬃcult to extract expertise from the
Environment oﬃce from the K2000 document storage.
9.3 Prototype experiment
The prototype experiment section is made up by the chapters prototype design,
prototype development and testing and evaluation. These chapters are discussed
below:
9.3.1 Prototype design
The ﬁndings from the literature review showed that there exist a strong cor-
relation between expertise and experience, hence by ﬁnding a person who has
major experience on a subject, you often indirectly ﬁnd either the expert on this
subject or a person that is suﬃciently involved in this subject that he knows
who the real expert is. The case study showed that two central components in
the Expertise ﬁnder prototype ought to be the K2000 document storage and the
employee record database. Both these components contain expertise evidence:
the K2000 document storage contain documents that might reveal a mapping
between a given subject and the person possessing expertise about this subject.
The employee database on the other hand ﬁnds an employees’ experience by the
employment time database ﬁeld. From this, two principles in ﬁnding expertise is
proposed:
1. An expert is found based on the number of relevant documents his name is
mentioned in.
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2. An expert is found based on how long he has been employed in his current
position.
One might of course discuss if the suggested approach gathers the real and all
experts. In general, all Expertise ﬁnders based on ﬁnding electronic expertise ev-
idence, whether they ﬁnd the expertise based on analyzing social network struc-
tures or create expert proﬁles by searching through corporate data such as this
thesis’ prototype, merely ﬁnd the experts who publish- or who are mentioned in
these sources. In this thesis though, the observation and the interviews in the
case study revealed that it usually is the employee who publishes documents or
who is mentioned in documents who constitute the wanted expertise, hence this
should not pose a big threat in our case.
Another possible danger with this approach, is that there are no semantics in-
volved and no prioritizing of the words found in the documents. A document is
a “bag-of-words”, meaning that it makes no diﬀerence whether the words are in
the document name, title or content. Often the documents written by the case
handlers used standard templates. This means that if we were to ﬁnd experts
given the query universal design which is a common term in this domain, we
might ﬁnd suggested expertise based on the fact that this term is used as part of
one document template and occur in several documents without being relevant
to the actual content of the documents. Hence, the experts proposed might not
possess expertise related to the essence of universal design.
This prototype is developed based on the ﬁndings from the case study at the
Urban development area. With this in mind one might say that this prototype is
rather domain speciﬁc. On the other hand, written documentation with a simi-
lar structure is common in most public oﬃces. Also, other ﬁelds emphasize the
importance of utilizing the explicit knowledge found in documents, e.g. research
organizations or legal oﬃces. In such a system, one major problem is to deﬁne
the terminology to use when issuing expertise queries, and especially in domain
speciﬁc Expertise ﬁnders the expertise seeker need to know what words and ex-
pressions that are being used in the domain. This is an issue that should be taken
seriously in this scenario also, as there are many domain speciﬁc concepts and
words being used that might be unfamiliar to the ”common person”. But taking
the domain terminology into consideration requires a lot of time and resources,
and hence I have not elaborated on this any further.
9.3.2 Prototype development
The main objective with the prototype development has been to develop a pro-
totype that makes it possible to test the principles suggested in this thesis, and
not to develop a fully ﬂedged Expertise ﬁnder system. Less weight has been put
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areas such as designing a user interface following the rules of usability.
One central component in the prototype is the search engine. The search engine
is an adaptation from the open source search engine Lucene. Lucene is developed
in Java, and all other development related to the prototype is done in Java, but
other programming languages might have been used as Lucene is ported to several
other languages such as C++ and Python.
The information retrieval principles have been applied to the extent it has been
considered necessary, something which includes all stages presented in ﬁgure ??
which present an overview of the search process. The query was initially parsed
into two alternative query formulations: a keyword query and a Boolean query.
To decide what query formulation to use during the testing, a pre-test was carried
out. This pre-test showed that the keyword query resulted in the best evaluation
score and is because of this used in the actual prototype testing (See chapter 8.2).
The pre-processing stage consisted of stopword-removal. Lucene has a built-in
list of stopwords, but this list consists of English stopwords. Obviously, the doc-
uments residing in the K2000 document storage are written using the Norwegian
language, thus the Lucene stopword list had to be swapped with a Norwegian
one. To ﬁnd these stopwords, a search using the the entire document collection
(2213 documents) was performed to ﬁnd the most occurring words. These words
was analyzed to see if any of the ﬁfty most occurring words might be relevant
to ﬁnd relevant documents given the expertise query. After the possibly relevant
words were taken out of the top-ﬁfty list, the remaining words were treated as
stopwords, and not taken into consideration during the indexing stage. Using a
stemmer to improve the systems’ relevance judgement is a controversial subject
within the information retrieval ﬁeld [3] and I chose not to include stemming in
this prototype.
The prototype includes two indexing stages. The ﬁrst one indexes the entire
document collection. The second indexing stage indexes the documents regarded
as relevant based on the query issued by the expertise seeker. This is probably
not the most eﬀective way (with regards to performance nor agility) and there
are probably better utilizations of the Lucene search engine. One approach that
was tried was to use a search-in-search where the results from one search is used
as the source of the second search. However, when using this approach, the
results conﬂicted from the double-indexing approach, and was not followed up
any further.
9.3.3 Testing and evaluation of prototype
Four diﬀerent test were carried out in the testing and evaluation stage:
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• Based on employees’ names occurring in relevant documents and ﬁltering
the search by the unit whose manager suggested the sample query.
• Based on employees’ names occurring in relevant documents and not ﬁlter-
ing the search.
• Based on employment time and ﬁltering the search by the unit whose man-
ager suggested the sample query.
• Based on employment time and not ﬁltering the search.
30 sample queries were suggested from the unit managers at the Urban develop-
ment area. Only 18 of these were used in the actual testing (3 from each unit)
due to the fact that some query variation was needed, both in the sense of query
length and query subject. These queries are formulated by someone having ex-
tensive domain knowledge, and whether the query formulation would be similar
in a real setting is questionable. However, Expertise ﬁnders are seldom used by
external actors, and in the context of the Urban development area, the hosts at
the City reception would be ones formulating the queries in this case, also having
domain knowledge.
As the evaluation results in chapter 8 show, both of the ﬁltered queries achieve
substantially higher scores than the non-ﬁltered queries. One tendency when
querying using all employees, was that the mass-producing units - such as the
Building permits oﬃce - dominated the resulting list of nominated experts. Many
of the rather domain speciﬁc terms used within the Urban development area are
used by several of the units. Thus, the case handler who produce most documents
are nominated as the uppermost expert regardless of which unit he belongs to.
As an example of this take the query garbage. When using the ﬁltered query
where only the employees at the Environment oﬃce is considered, the expert
suggested by the unit manager ranks ﬁrst in the results, whereas when using the
unﬁltered search, employees from the Department of Infrastructure, Environment
and Property Management and Trondheim Real estate ranks higher, and the
nominated expert is ranked as number six. This issue pose a serious weakness
with the prototype. Often, when inquiries are issued at the City reception, the
hosts employed there might not know what unit the inquiry should be distributed
to, hence a non-ﬁltered query would often be most appropriate. Given the low
evaluation scores using this approach, this might not be feasible. However, in
situations where it is obvious what unit the inquiry should be distributed to, and
where the expertise is situated, the ﬁltered query can be used, with seemingly
good performance.
The evaluation scores from the testing are compared to evaluation scores found
in related research. Both the interpolated precision at recall scores and the R-
precision scores seem to perform well compared to other results, and especially
when using expertise search based on name occurrences and a ﬁltered approach.
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One element of uncertainty is the size of the document collection used. The
K2000 document repository consists of approximately 21.000 documents from
the years 2005 and 2006, and of this a subset of 2213 documents were extracted
manually. It was practically impossible to retrieve all documents residing in the
K2000 document repository. A request was made to extract all documents, but
somehow the organization managing the document database was not capable of
performing this extraction. However, the consequences of this are not severe. In
fact, it is reasonable to believe that the evaluation results would be even better
with a larger document collection, at least in the ﬁltered queries, as the experts
nominated by the unit managers normally seem to reﬂect the name occurrences
found in the relevant K2000 documents.
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10.1 Conclusion
This thesis has investigated how expertise might be found without using costly
and labour-intensive self-assessments of expertise. This investigation concludes
with that the expertise found in expert ﬁnders not necessarily match the deﬁni-
tions of expertise used by e.g. the psychological literature. Expert ﬁnders main
objective is to provide a user with someone who might help right there and then,
which not necessarily requires an expert, but someone with suﬃcient knowledge
or competence to provide a solution to some problem or to ﬁll a function. A
central indication of expertise is found by using experience parameters as an in-
dicator. Literature show that experience is highly correlated with expertise, and
that experience indicators are quite easily revealed for instance in human resource
records or in other electronic sources.
An automatic approach to expert ﬁnding is proposed. This approach use infor-
mation retrieval principles to ﬁnd nominated experts in formal correspondence at
the Urban development area in the Municipality of Trondheim. A case study was
carried out to investigate what kind of expertise was utilized and possessed in this
area, what kind of expertise was sought after, and how this expertise could be
located automatically. Findings from this study showed that a central ”expertise
hub” was the document repository connected to the information system, K2000.
Here, all statutes and other outgoing, formal documents are archived, and a lot
of explicit, object based knowledge resides in this repository.
A prototype is developed, which uses a search engine to ﬁnd expertise in docu-
ments collected from this repository. Two main experience parameters are used
to ﬁnd expertise evidence: employees’ names occurring in documents, and how
long the employee has been employed in his current position. The prototype is
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evaluated based on the information retrieval evaluation measures R-precision and
Interpolated precision at recall. The evaluation shows that the approach based
on name occurrences achieves best, with scores that compete with, and in some
cases achieve better than related research.
10.2 Further work
The work carried out in this thesis could be continued into many interesting
directions. First of all it would be interesting to see how the proposed principles
would achieve with a complete collection of the documents residing in the K2000
repository. Having used only a subset of the total amount of documents archived
in the repository, it is some uncertainty how the results would have been in a
more “genuine” setting.
Secondly, testing this prototype in another context would assess how domain
speciﬁc this prototype really is. The documents used as test data in this thesis’
experiment contain a rather rigorous structure, and it is not for certain that
similar evaluation results would be achieved in another setting with a diﬀerent
kind of documents.
Thirdly, an organization usually possess several heterogenous repositories that
could possibly contain expertise evidence. It would be quite easy to expand
this thesis’ prototype to include sources such as an organizations’ Intranet and
Internet pages, or other kinds of document formats.
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Test documentation
A.1 Expertise query results
A.1.1 Based on name occurrences - Filtered query
R
Query #1
Ranking Hit
1 X
2
3 X
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
R-precision 0.5
{nn1, nn2}
Maintenance Rosenborg public school
R
Query #2
Ranking Hit
1 0
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
R-precision 0.0
{nn1}
New construction Nardo public school
R
Query #3
Ranking Hit
1 X
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
R-precision 1.0
{nn1}
Kindergarten development
R
Query #4
Ranking Hit
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9 X
10
R-precision 0.0
Northern relief road
{nn1} R
Query #5
Ranking Hit
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10 X
R-precision 0.0
Lian regulation plan
{nn1} R
Query #6
Ranking Hit
1 X
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
R-precision 0.5
{nn1, nn2}
Ground seperation of parcel in Nardo road
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R {nn1, nn2}
Query #7 Town market
Ranking Hit
1 X
2 X
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
R-precision 1.0
R {nn1, nn2}
Query #8 Leasing of municipal ground
Ranking Hit
1
2 X
3
4 X
5
6
7
8
9
10
R-precision 0.5
R {nn1, nn2}
Query #9 Drinking water quality
Ranking Hit
1 0
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
R-precision 0.0
R {nn1}
Query #10 Signposting and advertising
Ranking Hit
1 X
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
R-precision 1.0
R {nn1, nn2}
Query #11 Change of use at Møllenberg
Ranking Hit
1
2 X
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
R-precision 0.5
R {nn1}
Query #12 Change of use on cottage at Lian
Ranking Hit
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8 X
9
10
R-precision 0.0
R {nn1, nn2}
Query #13 Garbage
Ranking Hit
1 X
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
R-precision 0.5
R {nn1, nn2}
Query #14 Wildlife in traffic
Ranking Hit
1
2
3 X
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
R-precision 0.0
R {nn1, nn2, nn3, nn4}
Query #15
Ranking Hit
1 X
2
3 X
4
5
6
7
8
9 X
10
R-precision 0.5
Supervision of indoor climate in schools an
R {nn1, nn2}
Query #16
Ranking Hit
1
2
3
4
5 X
6
7
8
9
10
R-precision 0.0
Property sectioning with house, industry, a
R {nn1, nn2, nn3}
Query #17
Ranking Hit
1 X
2
3 X
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
R-precision 0.67
Property taxation for sectioned and combined joined prop
R {nn1, nn2, nn3, nn4, nn5}
Query #18
Ranking Hit
1
2 X
3 X
4
5 X
6
7
8 X
9
10
R-precision 0.6
Division and surveying of property on Byås
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A.1.2 Based on name occurrences - Non-ﬁltered query
R
Query #1
Ranking Hit
1 X
2
3 X
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
R-precision 0.5
{nn1, nn2}
Maintenance Rosenborg public school
R
Query #2
Ranking Hit
1 0
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
R-precision 0.0
{nn1}
New construction Nardo public school
R
Query #3
Ranking Hit
1 X
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
R-precision 1.0
{nn1}
Kindergarten development
R
Query #4
Ranking Hit
1 0
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
R-precision 0.0
Northern relief road
{nn1} R
Query #5
Ranking Hit
1 0
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
R-precision 0.0
Lian regulation plan
{nn1} R
Query #6
Ranking Hit
1 X
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
R-precision 0.5
Ground seperation of parcel in Nardo road
{nn1, nn2}
R {nn1, nn2}
Query #7 Town market
Ranking Hit
1 X
2 X
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
R-precision 1.0
R {nn1, nn2}
Query #8 Leasing of municipal ground
Ranking Hit
1
2
3
4
5
6 X
7
8
9
10
R-precision 0.0
R {nn1, nn2}
Query #9 Drinking water quality
Ranking Hit
1 0
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
R-precision 0.0
R {nn1}
Query #10 Signposting and advertising
Ranking Hit
1 X
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
R-precision 1.0
R {nn1, nn2}
Query #11 Change of use at Møllenberg
Ranking Hit
1
2 X
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
R-precision 0.5
R {nn1}
Query #12 Change of use on cottage at Lian
Ranking Hit
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8 X
9
10
R-precision 0.0
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R {nn1, nn2}
Query #13 Garbage
Ranking Hit
1
2
3
4
5
6 X
7
8
9
10
R-precision 0.0
R {nn1, nn2}
Query #14 Wildlife in traffic
Ranking Hit
1 0
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
R-precision 0.0
R {nn1, nn2, nn3, nn4}
Query #15
Ranking Hit
1 0
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
R-precision 0.0
Supervision of indoor climate in schools an
R {nn1, nn2}
Query #16
Ranking Hit
1 0
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
R-precision 0.0
Property sectioning with house, industry, a
R {nn1, nn2, nn3}
Query #17
Ranking Hit
1 X
2
3
4 X
5
6
7
8
9
10
R-precision 0.33
Property taxation for sectioned and combined joined prop
R {nn1, nn2, nn3, nn4, nn5}
Query #18
Ranking Hit
1
2
3
4
5
6
7 X
8 X
9
10
R-precision 0.0
Division and surveying of property on Byås
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A.1.3 Based on employment time - Filtered query
R
Query #1
Ranking Hit
1 X
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
R-precision 0.5
{nn1, nn2}
Maintenance Rosenborg public school
R
Query #2
Ranking Hit
1 0
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
R-precision 0.0
{nn1}
New construction Nardo public school
R
Query #3
Ranking Hit
1
2 X
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
R-precision 0.0
{nn1}
Kindergarten development
R
Query #4
Ranking Hit
1 0
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
R-precision 0.0
Northern relief road
{nn1} R
Query #5
Ranking Hit
1 0
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
R-precision 0.0
Lian regulation plan
{nn1} R
Query #6
Ranking Hit
1 X
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
R-precision 0.5
Ground seperation of parcel in Nardo road
{nn1, nn2}
R {nn1, nn2}
Query #7 Town market
Ranking Hit
1 X
2 X
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
R-precision 1.0
R {nn1, nn2}
Query #8 Leasing of municipal ground
Ranking Hit
1 X
2
3
4
5
6
7 X
8
9
10
R-precision 0.5
R {nn1, nn2}
Query #9 Drinking water quality
Ranking Hit
1 0
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
R-precision 0.0
R {nn1}
Query #10 Signposting and advertising
Ranking Hit
1 X
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
R-precision 1.0
R {nn1, nn2}
Query #11 Change of use at Møllenberg
Ranking Hit
1
2
3
4
5
6 X
7
8
9
10
R-precision 0.5
R {nn1}
Query #12 Change of use on cottage at Lian
Ranking Hit
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9 X
10
R-precision 0.0
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R {nn1, nn2}
Query #13 Garbage
Ranking Hit
1
2
3
4
5
6 X
7
8
9
10
R-precision 0.0
R {nn1, nn2}
Query #14 Wildlife in traffic
Ranking Hit
1
2 X
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
R-precision 0.5
R {nn1, nn2, nn3, nn4}
Query #15
Ranking Hit
1
2
3
4
5 X
6 X
7
8
9
10
R-precision 0.0
Supervision of indoor climate in schools an
R {nn1, nn2}
Query #16
Ranking Hit
1
2
3
4 X
5
6
7
8
9
10
R-precision 0.0
Property sectioning with house, industry, a
R {nn1, nn2, nn3}
Query #17
Ranking Hit
1
2 X
3 X
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
R-precision 0.67
Property taxation for sectioned and combined joined prop
R {nn1, nn2, nn3, nn4, nn5}
Query #18
Ranking Hit
1 X
2
3 X
4
5 X
6
7
8
9 X
10
R-precision 0.6
Division and surveying of property on Byås
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A.1.4 Based on employment time - Non-ﬁltered query
R
Query #1
Ranking Hit
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9 X
10
R-precision 0.0
{nn1, nn2}
Maintenance Rosenborg public school
R
Query #2
Ranking Hit
1 0
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
R-precision 0.0
{nn1}
New construction Nardo public school
R
Query #3
Ranking Hit
1
2
3
4 X
5
6
7
8
9
10
R-precision 0.0
{nn1}
Kindergarten development
R
Query #4
Ranking Hit
1 0
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
R-precision 0.0
Northern relief road
{nn1} R
Query #5
Ranking Hit
1 0
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
R-precision 0.0
Lian regulation plan
{nn1} R
Query #6
Ranking Hit
1
2
3
4 X
5
6
7
8
9
10
R-precision 0.0
Ground seperation of parcel in Nardo road
{nn1, nn2}
R {nn1, nn2}
Query #7 Town market
Ranking Hit
1 X
2 X
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
R-precision 1.0
R {nn1, nn2}
Query #8 Leasing of municipal ground
Ranking Hit
1 X
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
R-precision 0.5
R {nn1, nn2}
Query #9 Drinking water quality
Ranking Hit
1 0
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
R-precision 0.0
R {nn1}
Query #10 Signposting and advertising
Ranking Hit
1
2
3
4
5 X
6
7
8
9
10
R-precision 0.0
R {nn1, nn2}
Query #11 Change of use at Møllenberg
Ranking Hit
1 0
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
R-precision 0.0
R {nn1}
Query #12 Change of use on cottage at Lian
Ranking Hit
1 0
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
R-precision 0.0
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R {nn1, nn2}
Query #13 Garbage
Ranking Hit
1 0
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
R-precision 0.0
R {nn1, nn2}
Query #14 Wildlife in traffic
Ranking Hit
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8 X
9
10
R-precision 0.0
R {nn1, nn2, nn3, nn4}
Query #15
Ranking Hit
1 0
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
R-precision 0.0
Supervision of indoor climate in schools an
R {nn1, nn2}
Query #16
Ranking Hit
1
2
3
4
5
6
7 X
8
9
10
R-precision 0.0
Property sectioning with house, industry, a
R {nn1, nn2, nn3}
Query #17
Ranking Hit
1
2
3
4
5 X
6
7
8
9 X
10
R-precision 0.0
Property taxation for sectioned and combined joined prop
R {nn1, nn2, nn3, nn4, nn5}
Query #18
Ranking Hit
1
2 X
3
4
5 X
6
7
8
9
10 X
R-precision 0.4
Division and surveying of property on Byås
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A.2 Computing interpolated precision@recall
A.2.1 Based on name occurrences - Filtered query
Query # 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
1 100 100 100 100 100 100 66 66 66 66 66
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
4 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11
5 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
6 100 100 100 100 100 100 0 0 0 0 0
7 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50
8 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
10 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50
11 12,5 12,5 12,5 12,5 12,5 12,5 12,5 12,5 12,5 12,5 12,5
12 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
13 100 100 100 100 100 100 0 0 0 0 0
14 33 33 33 33 33 33 0 0 0 0 0
15 100 100 100 100 66 66 66 66 66 33 33
16 20 20 20 20 20 20 0 0 0 0 0
17 100 100 100 100 66 66 66 0 0 0 0
18 50 50 50 66 66 60 60 50 50 0 0
1036,5 1036,5 1036,5 1052,5 984,5 978,5 691,5 615,5 615,5 532,5 532,5
57,58333 57,58333 57,58333 58,47222 54,69444 54,36111 38,41667 34,19444 34,19444 29,58333 29,58333
A.2.2 Based on name occurrences - Non-ﬁltered query
Query # 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
1 100 100 100 100 100 100 66 66 66 66 66
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 50 50 50 50 50 50 0 0 0 0 0
7 16 16 16 16 16 16 0 0 0 0 0
8 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
10 50 50 50 50 50 50 0 0 0 0 0
11 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12
12 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
15 33 33 33 33 33 33 0 0 0 0 0
16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
17 100 100 100 100 100 50 50 0 0 0 0
18 14 14 14 25 25 0 0 0 0 0 0
675 675 675 686 686 611 428 378 378 378 378
37,5 37,5 37,5 38,1111111 38,1111111 33,9444444 23,7777778 21 21 21 21
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A.2.3 Based on employment time - Filtered query
Query # 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
1 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50
4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 100 100 100 100 100 100 0 0 0 0 0
7 100 100 100 100 100 100 28 28 28 28 28
8 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
10 16 16 16 16 16 16 0 0 0 0 0
11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11
12 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
14 50 50 50 50 50 50 0 0 0 0 0
15 20 20 20 20 33 33 0 0 0 0 0
16 25 25 25 25 25 25 0 0 0 0 0
17 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 66 66 66 66
18 100 100 100 66 66 50 60 44 44 0 0
822 822 822 788 801 785 499 499 499 455 455
45,6666667 45,6666667 45,6666667 43,7777778 44,5 43,6111111 27,7222222 27,7222222 27,7222222 25,2777778 25,2777778
A.2.4 Based on employment time - Non-ﬁltered query
Query # 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
1 11 11 11 11 11 11 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25
4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 25 25 25 25 25 25 0 0 0 0 0
7 100 100 100 100 100 100 0 0 0 0 0
8 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
12 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
14 12,5 12,5 12,5 12,5 12,5 12,5 0 0 0 0 0
15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
16 14,3 14,3 14,3 14,3 14,3 14,3 0 0 0 0 0
17 20 20 20 20 22 22 22 0 0 0 0
18 50 50 50 40 40 30 30 0 0 0 0
377,8 377,8 377,8 367,8 369,8 359,8 197 145 145 145 145
20,9888889 20,9888889 20,9888889 20,4333333 20,5444444 19,9888889 10,9444444 8,05555556 8,05555556 8,05555556 8,05555556
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Chapter B. Class diagram
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